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1. General Description 

KL5C80A12CFP is a 8-bit high speed microcontroller developed with the state-of-the-art 0.8µm CMOS pro

cess. KLSC80A12CFP is compatible. In this data sheet. As CPU core it uses KC82, which is binary compatible 

with Zilog's Z80, and contains MMU to expand address space. The KC82 is a next generation 8-bit CPU core 

which executes instructions about four times faster than the Z80 (10MHz) and offers higher performance than 

typical 16-bit CPUs. In addition to the CPU core, KL5C80A 12 contains a 512-byte high speed RAM, an interrupt 

controller, five16-bit high performance timer/counters, a synchronous/synchronous serial communication inter

face (USART)and 40 parallel ports, providing all requirements for high performance and compact system. It 

has also low power dissipation and is suitable for application to portable devices. 

Features 
1) Binary compatible with the Z80 CPU,4 times faster than Z80 at the same clock rate 

2) Built-in MMU which expands address space to 512KB 

3) High speed USART (Universal Synchronous Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter) 

4) Two high performance 16-bit timer/counters 

5) Three high performance 16-bit timer/counters with 8-bit prescaler 

6) Eight internal interrupts and eight external interrupts (flexible priority), one non-maskable interrupt 

7) 40 parallel ports 

8) On-chip 512-byte high speed RAM 

9) On-chip external memory chip select circuit 

10) On-chip crystal oscillator buffer 

11) Maximum operating frequency 10MHz 

12) Low power dissipation 
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The KLSC8012'i; CPU core (KC82) uses synchro

nous system bus. Its internal I/Os and high speed 

RAMs include a ibus interface suitable for the KC82's 

synchronous bus so that they are connected directly. 

When connectin!~ 1/0 and memory to KL5C8012, it is 

required to conv4~rt KC82's synchronous bus signals 

to asynchronous bus signals which can be input to 

ordinary memori4~S. For this purpose KL5C8012 con

tains a circuit (external bus interface unit), which out

puts Read/Write signals (EMRD_, EMWR_,EIORD_, 

EIOWR_) appropriate for external asynchronous 

buses. Unlike F!ead/Write signals of internal bus 

cycle on the synchronous bus, these Read/Write sig

nals of external bus cycle are strobe signals which 

can be directly connected to external memories. In 

this Manual the l<C82's synchronous bus is referred 

to as internal bus cycle and the external asynchro

nous bus converted by the external bus interface unit 

as external bus cycle. 

All bus cycles in the figures of the chapter "KC82 

CPU" are shown in terms of internal bus cycle, that is, 

the operations of KC82 in that chapter are described 

as bus cycles inside KL5C8012 are described. 

Therefore, a waH: state may be inserted by the exter

nal wait input or wait state controller when accessing 

external memori~~s or I/Os in the same operations as 

shown in that chapter. Refer to the chapter "External 

Bus Interface Unit" for more information on external 

bus cycle. 
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The external bus interface unit contains a wait state 

controller to enable an efficient connection with exter

nal memories. When accessing external memory or II 
0, this controller automatically inserts wait states 

according to two bits of SCR1 (System Control Regis

ter 1), and generates various external accesses such 

as external memory access (0 wait state), external 

memory access (1 wait state), external 1/0 access (1 

wait state), and external 1/0 access (2 wait states). 

The controller is designed to connect two kinds of 

memories with different access time efficiently, such 

as high speed SAAM and EPROM, by controlling 

1 MB internal physical memory divided in two. Internal 

memory access is always executed in the internal 

memory cycle (Owait state) regardless of the SCR1 

setting. It should be noted that a external wait signal 

(EADY) is ignored in the external memory access (0 

wait state). 

In addition to SCRO and SCR1, two external inputs 

(MODE[1 :OJ) are provided to set the mode. When 

MODE[1] = 0 and MODE[O] = 1 are selected and a 

Bug Finder adapter is connected to the external pin 

BFSIO, our simple debugging tool (Bug Finder) is 

started just after reset. If RAM is connected in place 

of external ROM, a program can be downloaded from 

a personal computer to the RAM and debugging 

operation can be performed on this RAM just like an 

ICE. 



2. Block Diagram 
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Figure 2-1. KLSC80A12 Block Diagram 
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3. Pin Description 
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Figure 3-1. Pin Configuration (Top View) 
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The KL5C8012 pins are divided into two groups, dedicated pins and multiplexed pins. Please see the Table 3-

1 for the dedicated pins. The pins in the Table 3-2 are multiplexed with parallel port pins in the Table 3-3. For 

more information on multiplexing refer to the Pin Configuration. All input/output pins and 3-state output pins 

(A[15:0], EMRD_, EMWR_, EIORD_, and EIOWRJ and some input pins are provided with internal pull-up 

resistors. 

Table 3-1. Dedicated Pins 

pin name 1/0 description 

GND power supply Connect OV. 

VDD power supply Connect 5V. 

EMRD - 0 External memory read signal. This signal is obtained by converting the KC80's 

internal bus signal MRD _for external bus by the external bus interface unit. 

EMWR - 0 External memory write signal. This signal is obtained by converting the 

KC80's internal bus signal MWR_ for external bus by the external bus inter-

face unit. 

EIORD_ 0 External 1/0 device read signal. This signal is obtained by converting the 

KC80's internal bus signal IORD_ for external bus by the external bus inter-

face unit. 

EIOWR - 0 External 1/0 device write signal. This signal is obtained by converting the 

KC80's internal bus signal IOWR_ for external bus by the external bus inter-

face unit. 

CLK 0 Outputs the internal clock generated by crystal oscillator to external circuit. 

BFSIO 1/0 Dedicated port for Bug Finder debugging tool. Leave open when the Bug 

Finder is not used. 

MODE[1:0] I Input for setting the mode. Sets the KL5C8012's operation mode. 

ERDY I External wait request input. 

A[16:0] 0 Address output. CPU's A(16:0] are connected. 

D[7:0] 1/0 External data bus. 

RESET - I Reset input. The circuit is reset when this signal goes "L". 

XIN For crystal Connects an external crystal oscillator to the built-in clock generator. Use a 
oscillator clock of twice the system clock frequency. Input a clock of twice the system 

clock frequency when a crystal oscillator is not used. 

XOUT For crystal Connects an external crystal oscillator to the built-in clock generator. Use a 
oscillator clock of twice the system clock frequency. 

A[17]/MOCS_ 0 CPU address output A[17] or external ROM chip select output (address = 
OOOOOH - 1FFFFH). 

A(18J/M1 cs_ 0 CPU address output A[18] or external RAM/ROM chip select output (address 

= EOOOOH - FFDFFH). 

RXD I Receive data input of USART. Serial receive data is input. Receive data is 

sampled at the rising edge of RXC according to the set baud rate. 
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pin name 

TXD 

pin name 1/0 

IR7-0 I 

XCLK1 I 

XCLKO I 

GATEA1 I 

GATEAO I 

GATEB2 I 

GATEB1 I 

GATE BO I 

0UTA1 0 
OUTAO () 

OUTBS2 () 

OUTBSO () 

OUTBP2 () 

OUTBP1 () 

OUTBPO () 

SYNC () 

HALT_ () 

1/0 

0 
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description 

Transmit data output of USART. Transmit data is output serially.Transmit data 

is output in synchronization with the falling edge of TXC according to the set 

baud rate. If a send break command (sbrk= '1 ') is entered, the TXD output is 

forced to be masked in "L" state (break state). The break state continues until 

a break clear command (sbrk= '1 ') is entered, and in the meantime the receive 

buffer, TXRDYPIN and TXEMPTY outputs function according to the initially 

set character length atthe same timing as ordinary characters are sent. When 

CTS_= "L" and send is enabled (been= '1'), transmit data can be output. If 

CTS_ = "H" or send is disabled (been= 'O') during data transfer, it is placed in 

marking state when there is no data to be sent. 

Table 3-2. Pins Multiplexed with Parallel Ports 

description 

External interrupt input levels 7 to 0. For more information see Chapter 6. 

External counter clock input to the Counter A channel 1. For more information 

see Chapter 8. 

External counter clock input to the Counter A channel O. For more information 

see Chapter 8. 

GATE input to the Counter A channel 1. For more information see Chapter 8. 

GATE input to the Counter A channel 0. For more information see Chapter 8. 

GATE input to the Counter B channel 2. For more information see Chapter 9. 

GATE input to the Counter B channel 1. For more information see Chapter 9. 

GATE input to the Counter B channel 0. For more information see Chapter 9. 

OUT output of the Counter A channel 1. For more information see Chapter 8. 

OUT output of the Counter A channel 0. For more information see Chapter 8. 

Strobe output of the Counter B channel 2. For more information see Chapter 9. 

Strobe output of the Counter B channel o. For more information see Chapter 9. 

Pulse output of the Counter B channel 2. For more information see Chapter 9. 

Pulse output of the Counter 8 channel 1 . For more information see Chapter 9. 

Pulse output of the Counter B channel 0. For more information see Chapter 9. 

Synchronous output of the Counter B's prescaler. For more information see 

Chapter 9. 

HALT signal output. 

Active Low. This signal indicates the CPU executes HALT instruction and is in 

HALT status.The CPU resumes from the HALT status by receiving active NMI_, 

INT_ or reset. During HALT status, the CPU contiguously executes NOP 

instructions. 
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pin name 1/0 
M1 0 

BACK_ 0 

BREQ_ 

NMI_ 

RXC 

TXC 

SYNDBD 0 

RTS_ 0 
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description 

M 1 cycle output. 

Active Low. This signal indicates current machine cycle is opcode fetch 

cycle of current executing instruction. (During execution of two-byte 

instruction, "L" is output continuously.) 

Bus Acknowledge output. 

This signal indicates that the CUP released the bus for external bus master. 

Bus request input. Active Low. 

When this signal goes active, the address bus and data bus go to high 

impedance state after completion of current instruction execution. This sig

nal has higher priority than NMl_and INT_. 

Non-Maskable interrupt input. Falling edge trigger. 

This input accepts the non-maskable interrupt. The priority of this input is 

higher than maskable interrupt but lower than BREQ_. As soon as current 

instructions execution is completed, it jumps to 0066H and executes the 

interrupt service routine regardless of the status of interrupt enable flag. 

Receiver clock input of USART. This clock input controls the baud rate 

when data is read or received from the RXD input. 

Transmitter clock input of USART. This clock input controls the baud rate 

when data is sent from the TXD output. 

Sync detect/break detect signal output of USART. 

This signal goes "L" after reset, but it has different functions depending on 

modes. If it is programmed to the internal sync detect of the sync mode, it 

goes "H" when a sync character is received and detected after issuing an 

Enter Hunt command. It is set to "H" at the center of final bit of the sync 

character (at the center of final bit of the second sync character in the bi

sync mode, or at the center of parity bit when parity is enabled). Then it is 

reset to "L" by status read. If it is programmed to the external sync detect 

of the sync mode, it goes "H" when SYDTIN= "H" is detected at RXC= "H". 

As with the internal sync detect, it is reset to "L" by status read. In the asyn

chronous mode, it is used as the output pin to indicate that a break signal 

is detected. When "L" of more than two character data blocks (start bit, par

ity bit and stop bit) is received from the RXD pin, it is regarded as a break 

signal and this signal goes "H". When "H" is received from the RXD pin, it 

goes "L". 

Request-to-send signal output of USART. 

It is usually used to output a request-to-send signal to a modem, but can be 

used as general-purpose output port. 
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pin name 1/0 description 

DTR - 0 Data terminal ready signal output of USART. It is usually used to output a data 

terminal ready signal to a modem, but can be used as general-purpose output 

port. 

SYDTIN I External sync detect signal input of USART. When it is programmed to the exter-

nal sync detect of the sync mode and "H" is input to this pin during RXC= "H'', 

the USART exits the Enter Hunt mode and starts sampling of receive data at the 

rising edge of the next RXC. If an Enter Hunt command was not executed, it 

does not receive data. "H" input must be longer than one cycle of RXC. This pin 

does not function in the internal sync detect mode. 

CTS I Clear-to-send signal input of USART. A transmission request signal to USART -
is input. transmission is being requested while it is "L". It is usually used as 

clear-to-send signal to the modem. If transmission is enabled (txen= '1 '; the bit 

0 of command register is set to '1 ') and there is data to be sent, data is sent from 

the TXD when this input is "L". When this input goes "H", all data in the buffer is 

sent and then the TXD goes into the marking state. 

DSR I Data set ready signal input. It is usually used as data set ready signal to check -
the status of modem ("L" =modem enabled to send, "H" =disabled to send), but 

can be used as general-purpose input port. 

Table 3-3. Parallel Port Pins 

pin name 1/0 description 

POO-P07 1/0 PO port of the parallel port block A. For more information see Chapter 1 o. 
P10-P17 1/0 P1 port of the parallel port block A. For more information see Chapter 1 o. 
P20-P27 1/0 PO port of the parallel port block 8. For more information see Chapter 1 o. 
P30-P37 1/0 P1 port of the parallel port block 8. For more information see Chapter 10. 
P40-P47 1/0 P2 port of the parallel port block 8. For more information see Chapter 10. 
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4. External Bus Interface Unit 

4. 1 General description 

The80A 12 external bus interface unit includes a wait state controller, and converts internal bus cycles to exter

nal bus cycles inserting specified number of wait states. The number of wait states is specified by bits 6 and 

7 of SCR1 (System Control Register 1 ). This unit works only at the access of external 1/0 and external memory. 

The Read/Write signal of external bus stays "H" at the access of internal I/Os and the internal high speed RAM. 

SCR1 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO 

I I I I I I I 

I I external bus wait control 

external memory (00000 - 7FFFF) external memory (80000 -FFDFF) external 1/0 
00 1 wait state 1 wait state 2 wait states 

01 1 II * 1 II * 2 II 

10 1 II 0 II 1 II 

11 0 II 0 II 1 II 

* wide write strobe option 

The KL5C80A12's CPU core (KC82) uses synchro

nous system bus. Its internal I/Os and high speed 

RAMs include a bus interface suitable for the KC82's 

synchronous bus so that they are connected directly. 

When connecting 1/0 and memory to KL5C80A 12, 

the external bus interface unit converts KC82's syn

chronous bus Read/Write signals (MRD_, MWR_, 

IORD_, IOWR_) to external asynchronous bus Read/ 

Write signals (EMRD_ .• EMWR_, EIORD_,EIOWR_) 

described later. The external bus interface unit 

includes a wait state controller, and converts internal 

bus cycles to external bus cycles inserting specified 

number of wait states. The number of wait states is 

specified by bit 6 and 7 of SCR 1 . The external bus 

interface unit adds a wait request from the built-in 

wait state controller to an external wait request input 

4-1 

from EROY, and send them to the CPU. 

This controller is designed to connect two kinds of 

memories with different access time efficiently, such 

as high speed SRAM and EPROM, by controlling 

1 MB internal physical memory divided in two. Internal 

memory access is always executed in the internal 

memory cycle (0 wait status) regardless of the SCR 1 

setting. It should be noted that a external wait signal 

(ERDY) is ignored in the external memory access (0 

wait status). 
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Timing Diagrams of External Bus Cycles 

External memory read cycle (0 wait state from the wait state controller) 

CLK 

A(18:0] 

EMRD_ 

0(7:0] 

EADY ignored 

External memory read cycle (1 wait state from the wait state controller) 

CLK 

A[18:0] 

EMRD_ 

0(7:0] -<P>----
EADY 

External memory read cycle (1 wait state from the wait state controller + 1 wait state from ERDY) 

CLK 

A(18:0] 

EMAD_ 

D(7:0] -~d--
EADY ___ __..\-;-o-/__,/ I,..__ ___ _ 
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External memory write cycle (0 wait state from the wait state controller) 

CLK 

A[18:0] 

EMWR_ 

D[7:0] 

EADY 

_f1SUL__J 

~ 

u 
~~----<c=J~~~~-

ignored 

External memory write cycle (1 wait state from the wait state controller) 

CLK 

A[18:0] 

EMWA_ 

D[7:0] 

EADY 

~~~X.._ __ _._ _ _,X~~~ 
y ...... .!*1 

*1 timing of EMWA_ signal with the wide write strobe 
option selected 

External memory write cycle (1 wait state from the wait state controller + 1 wait state from ERDV} 

CLK 

A[18:0] -~~X~~~...-~_,_~~X~----
EMWR_ \.._ ____ ---4f-. · · · ../ *1 

D[7:0] 

EADY \ I I ~ \..___ __ _ 
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External 1/0 read cycle (1 wait state from the wait state controller) 

CLK 

A(18:0] 

EIORD - \ 
D[7:0] 

ERDY 

External 1/0 read cycle (2 wait states from the wait state controller) 

CLK 

A[18:0] 

EIORD_ 

D[7:0] 

EADY 
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External 1/0 read cycle (2 wait states from the wait state controller + 1 wait state from ERDY) 

CLK 

A[18:0] 

EIORD_ 

D[7:0] 

ERDY 

------.<Pi----



External 1/0 write cycle (1 wait state from the wait state controller) 

CLK 

A[18:0] 

EIOWR_ 

0(7:0] 

EROY 

External 1/0 write cycle (2 wait states from the wait state controller) 

CLK 

A(18:0} 

EIOWR_ 

0(7:0} 

EROY 

=x ____ ___.x= 
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External 1/0 write cycle (2 wait states from the wait state controller + 1 wait state from ERDY) 

CLK 

A[18:0] 

EIOWR_ 

0(7:0] 

ERDY 
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5. KC82 CPU 

5.1 General description 

KC 82 is the CPU core which is object compatible with Zilog's Z80 CPU with MMU that extends the address 

space up to 1 M byte. But its internal circuit is totally different. KC82 has RISC like architecture, 16 bit internal 

data path and synchronous bus, and offers higher performance than typical 16 bit CPU. 

Feature 

KC82 has the following features: 

1) KC82 execute:s instructions 4 times faster than Zilog zao CPU at the same clock rate. 

ex : instruction ZSO KC82 

LD r, r' 4 clocks 1 clock 

ADD HL, SS 11 clocks 1 clock 

2)With interface macro cell, it can be used with the Z80 peripheral and ordinary RAMs. 

3)158 instructions and fully compatible with the Z80 CPU at object code level. 

5.2 Block Diagr.am 

The following figures 5-1 has the block diagram of the KC82. 

~ 
--L 

Data OU /'------1 1-----' 

Register 

MMU 

logical Address 
LA[15:0] 

Decoder 

Figure 5-1. KC82 Block Diagram 
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Physical 
Address 
A[19:0] 
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5.3 CPU internal pins description 

signal name 1/0 description 

MRD_ 0 Memory read. Active Low. 

This signal goes active while reading data from memory. 

MWR - 0 Memory write. Active Low. 

This signal goes active while writing data to memory. 

IORD 0 1/0 read. Active Low. -
This signal goes active for minimum of two clock cycles while reading 

data from 1/0 device. 

IOWR 0 1/0 write. Active Low. -
This signal goes active for minimum of two clock cycles while writing 

data to 1/0 device. 

WAIT_ I Wait input. Active Low. 

This signal is to notify the CPU that the peripherals or memory is not 

ready for data transfer. While this signal stays active, the CPU is 

placed in the wait state. This input is connected to the external pin, 

EADY through the wait state controller in the external bus interface 

unit. 

INT_ I Maskable interrupt input. Active Low. 

This input accepts the interrupt from peripherals. If the interrupt enable 

flag of the CPU is set, and BREQ_ is inactive, the CPU completes the 

execution of the current instruction, and starts interrupt service. This 

input is connected to the I NT_ output of the interrupt controller. 

IACK_ 0 Interrupt Acknowledge output. Active Low. 

This signal indicates that the CPU acknowledges the interrupt, 

requesting interrupt vector or instruction from the 1/0 device. It stays 

active at minimum of two clock cycles. This output is connected to the 

interrupt controller. The CPU reads the interrupt vector synchronously 

with this signal. 

EOI - 0 End of interrupt signal output. Active Low. 

This signal goes active at refetch of RETI instruction (code ED 4D). 

This output is connected to the interrupt controller. 

LA [15:0] 0 Logical Address output. 

It outputs the physical address A[19:0] expanded by the M MU in KC82. 
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5.4 Register architecture 

5.4.1 Special purpose registers 

Program Counter (PC) 

Program Count1~r holds the address of the next 

instruction. The next instruction is fetched from mem

ory address Prog1ram Counter indicates. 

Stack Pointer (S'>P) 

Stack Pointer holds the current top address of stack 

area in RAM. 

Index registers {IX, IY) 

Index registers hold base address for indexed 

addressing. There are two index registers. The one is 

IX, and the other IY. 

Interrupt page address register (I) 

Interrupt page address register holds indirect upper 8 

bit address for indirect jump in Mode 2. 

Memory refresh register (R) 

This register automatically increments by one on 

instruction fetch. Bit D7 of this register will not change 

by increments on D6-DO. 

Accumulator (A., A'), and Flag register (F, F') 

There are two 8 bit accumulators (A, ~) and two flag 

registers. Accumulator holds the result of arithmetic 

and logical operation. Flag register holds status of 8 

bit or 16 bit operation. The instruction, EX AF, AF' 

exchanges A, F and A', F'. 
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5.4.2 General purpose registers 
There are two sets of general purpose registers. 

Each of them can be used as an 8 bit register inde

pendently (B, C, D, E, H, L or B', C', D', E', H', L'). 

Paired registers (BC, DE, HL, BC', DE' and HL') can 

be used as a 16 bit register. The instruction, EXX 

exchanges B,C, D, E, H, Land B',C', D', E', H', L'. 

8bit 8bit 8bit Sbit 

..__A _ _.__F_j - A' F' I 

main register set alternate register set 

16bil 

IX 

IY 

Special purpose registers 

Figure 5-3. KC82 register architecture. 



5.5 Flags 

Bit assignment of the Flag register. 

07 DO 

S Z X H X PN N 

Carry 

Subtract 

Parity/Overflow 

Undefined 

- Half carry 

Undefined 

Zero 

'----Sign 

Figure 5-4. Flag register 

The function of each bit in the Flag register is defined 

as below. 

Carry flag (C) 

Carry flag is set by carry produced by Accumulator 

from the MSB at exec:ution of add instructions, sub

tract instructions, shift and rotate instructions, etc. 

Zero flag (Z) 

Zero flag is set if the operation result is zero, when 

add instructions, subtract instructions, logical instruc

tions including INC, Dl:C, DAA instructions. This also 

occurs on block 1/0 instructions, rotate and shift 

instructions, string sea1rch instructions, bit test instruc

tions and data detection of block search instructions. 

Sign flag (S) 

Sign flag is set when the result of sign number oper

ations is negative. 

Parity/Overflow flag (P/V) 

Parity/Overflow flag h.as two functions. It indicates the 

parity on logical operations, and also the overflow on 

arithmetic operations. The overflow means that the 
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content of Accumulator is less than -128 in 2's com

plement, or larger than 127. It is also set by block 

search instructions, block 1/0 instructions, LO A, R 

instruction and LO A, I instruction. 

Half carry flag (H) 

Half carry flag is set when the carry or borrow from 

lower 4 bits is produced. 

Subtract flag (N) 

Subtract flag is set on subtract instructions. KC82 

checks if the previous instruction is addition or sub

traction with this flag on DAA instruction. 
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5.6 Functional description and timing 

In this section, functional description and timing are 

described. Note that the address bus in the timing dia

grams is the logical address, LA[15:0], to describe 

easily. The logical address LA[15:0] is converted to 

the physical address by MMU. 

All bus cycles are described using the internal bus. 

See the chapter 4 for more information of the external 

bus. 

5.6.1 Basic operation (Instruction cycle) 

Basic operation of the KC82 can be divided into the 

following 5 cycles. 

1 )Opcode fetc:h cycle - Fetches opcode of an 

instruction from memory. 

2)Memory read cycle - reads data from memory 

3)Memory writ1~ cycle - writes data to memory. 

4)1/0 read cycle - reads data from 1/0 device 

5)1/0 write cycle - writes data to 1/0 device 

Follows are the description of the each machine 

cycles. 

T1 

CLK 

' 

,.cAWATETSU 
KL5C80A12 

Opcode fetch cycle 

As shown figure 5-5, KC82 fetches one byte of an 

instruction in a clock cycle unless there is a wait. Dur

ing this cycle, MRD_ and M1_ go active. The differ

ence between memory read cycle is whether if M1_ 

goes active or not. This cycle is minimum of one clock 

cycle and appears at the end of the instruction execu

tion sequence. 

T1 

LA(15:0] tx ~~~a_d_d_res_s~~~~--....JX~~~a_dd_r_ess~~~~~-rl~x====. 
MRD -

WAIT_. 

Din(7:0] 

M1 

[\ 
' 

\ . . ,___ _ ___,/ \ ________ / ' 

...._-------<( Valid ~ata ) ( Valid f ata }--
: : ,----
: ' . 

Figure 5-5. Opcode fetch cycle (lntemal cycle) 
(0 wait state, two contiguous reads.) 
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Internal bus memory read cycle 

The difference between opcode fetch cycle is whether if M1_ goes active or not. This cycle is minimum of 1 
clock cycle. 

CLK 

LA[15:0] 

MAD -
WAIT_ 

Din[7:0] 

M1 

CLK 

LA[15:0] 

MAD -

WAIT_ 

Din[7:0] 

M1 

T1 T1 

' 

[X address X address j ~ 
' ' 

D :;---
' 

\ ,,____ _ __,/ \,__ _ __,/ . L 
' 
------.......(( Valid! Data) ( Valid! Data)-

' ' 

Figure ~. Memory read cycle (O wait) 
(0 wait state, two contiguous reads.) 

T1 TW 

1C __ 

L_ 
' 

tx 
D 

'--~~~~~~~......_ad~d_re_s_s~~~~~~~!_.~ 

---~~~~~~~~L 
\ \ 
' ' 

\_ ~~~~__._~!~~/ ' 
!-----------------<(Valid !oat~-

Figure 5-7. Memory read cycle (1 wait) 

(One read with 1 wait state) 
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Internal bus memory write cycle 
This cycle is minimum of 1 clock cycle. 

T1 

CLK 

LA[15:0] tx !address 

' 
MWR __ D 

' 

WAIT \ 7 
' ' 

~WATETSU 

KL5C80A12 

T1 

I 
x address x 

L 
\ 7 \ 

Dout{7:0] ' Output Datai Output Data i 

M1 

' ' ' ' ' 
CLK ' ' : 
LA[15:0) tx 

' ' MWR __ ' ' 
' 

WAIT __ K 
' ' Dout [7:0] I 

M1 

Figure 5-8. Memory write cycle (0 wait) 
(0 wait state, two contiguous writes.) 

T1 TW 

address 

~ /__ I 
' 

!< Output Data 

' 

Figure 5-9. Memory write cycle (1 wait) 

(One write with 1 wait state) 

5·7 

I I 
' 

i x 
' ' 

\ 
iX 
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Internal bus 1/0 read 4=ycle 

This cycle is minimum of 2 clock cycles. 

CLK 

LA[15:0) 

IORD_ 

WAIT_ 

Din [7:0] 

M1 

CLK 

LA[15:0] 

IORD -
WAIT_ 

Din[7:0) 

M1 

:.. T1 T2 
' 

' ' . 
:-

tx r\ 
f\ 
' 

c.· 
-' ·---------...-------------i(Valid! Data)---
-' 

' ' ' .... 
' ex 

T1 

Figure 5-10. 110 read cycle (O wait) 

T2 TW 
' . 
u----t_ : :x 

~-'------~-------...;----------:~~ 
\ \ I I !~ 
·-----------------~( Vali~Data ) 

Figure 5-11. 1/0 read cycle (1 wait) 
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Internal bus 1/0 write cycle 

This cycle is minimum of 2 clock cycles. 

T1 T2 

~!-~' 
~~~~~~~~Y--~ad_d_r_es_s~~~~~__.1__,X~~~~~ . 

'/ 

CLK . 
LA[15:0] [X . 
IOWR - D 

' 

: WAIT_ 1\ \'--_ . 
Dout[7:0] :< . l, Output Data l )1-----

"--~~~~. ~~~~~~~~~~.~ 

M1 

Figure 5-12. VO write cycle (0 wait) 

T1 T2 TW 

: 
CLK 

. . . :----
LA[15:0] p address tJC . 

!\ 
. I IOWR -

WAIT_ 1\ ~ L I \ 
' 11-Dout[7:0) ' ( Output Data 

M1 

Figure 5-13. 1/0 write cycle (1 wait) 
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Instruction Pretetch cycle 

The KC82 has the prefetch cycle at the end of instruc

tion execution cycle all the time. Figure5-15 shows 

that KC82 executes the instruction sequence indi

cated in Figure5-14 as an example. 

<::J-t::> (referred as "arrow" hereinafter) in the Fig

ure 5-15 denotes the prefetch cycle. The arrow © 
part pretetches the instruction at n+3 (ADD A,D), the 

arrow @ part is for prefetching instruction at n+4 

(opcode of JP instruction, C3h), the arrow@ part is 

for prefetching nh at 1000h (LD [HL], A instruction). 

As shown, these cycles appear at the end of execu

tion of current instruction. 

CLK 

LA[15:0] 

Din [7:0] 

Dout [7:0] 

M1 / \ 
MWR -
MAD -

LD A, [1234h] 

'-'4WATEJSU 
KL5C80A12 

address mnemonic code 
n LD A, [1234h] 3A3412 

82 
C30010 

n+3 ADD A, D 
n+4 JP 1000h 

1000h LD [HL], A 77 

1234h SA 

Figure S-14. Source code for FigureS-15 

:; 

---~~~~~~~~-~--1-.. ....... _.>!4~~~~~,~~--+-~--i'.____. 
iADD A,i D LO [HLJ, A 
' ' . 

Figure S-15. Prefetch cycle ( <1---£> denotes the prefetch cycle. Assumes memory location 1 OOOh 
has 77h, memory location 1234h has SAh, and D register has 81 H.) 
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Special case for prefetch. (Discard of the 
prefetched instruction) 

For example, under normal condition, the prefetched 

instruction, at address 1 OOOh, data 77h at@ in Figure 

5-15 on execution of the instruction, JP 1000h is held 

and execute correctly. However, on interrupt the 

prefetched instruction will be discarded and refetch 

on return from an interrupt service routine. On inter

rupt recognition, PC is decremented by one before 

saved onto stack. On RETI or RETN instruction the 

PC will be loaded with the address of the discarded 

instruction. Figure 5-19 has the timing diagram for the 

case of receiving interrupt in mode 1 when executing 

LDIR instruction. In the figure, the data "EDh" 

prefetched at@, is discarded and then go to interrupt 

service. On return, the CPU resume from the prefetch 

of this "EDh". For the bus request cycle, the data 

"EDh" prefetche'd at (§) prior to the bus request will be 

kept, and on bus release the CPU starts to prefetch 

from the next address to the "EDh" as shown in the 

Figure 5-18. 

5.6.2 Bus release (Bus request/acknowledge 
cycle) 

Under normal operation, the CPU holds the control of 

address bus, control bus (MRD_, MWR_, IORD_and 

IOWR.J. However, if there is an external bus request 

(BREQ_ ="L"), address bus goes to high-impedance 

state, all the int.:mupts are disabled, BACK_ turns to 

"l", and the CPU releases the bus control to the exter

nal device. By using this feature, data transfer without 

CPU intervention can be done. Figure 5-17 shows 

basic timing for the bus request cycle. This cycle con

tinues while BREQ_ stays "L". 

Note that bus n~quest is accepted only at the end of 

instructions except the instructions which have itera

tion, such as block transfer instructions. block search 

instructions ancl iterating IN/OUT instructions. In a 

special case, for the block move instructions the 

acceptance of a bus request occurs on every iteration 

~WATErSU 

KL5C80A12 

of an execution cycle, not the end of the instruction. 

ks shown in the Figure 5-18, BREQ_ is asserted at 

point © during the execution. the bus is released at 

the last execution cycle of an instruction®. 

5.6.3 Interrupt and timing 

The KC82 can handle the following two kinds of inter

rupts. 

1)maskable interrupt on INT_ 

2)Non-maskable interrupt on NMI_ 

2) has the higher priority over 1). If both request made 

simultaneously, 2) will be accepted over 1). 

Maskable interrupt 

The El instruction enables interrupts, and the DI 

instruction disables interrupts. The control of interrupt 

is implemented using two flip-flops (IFF1 and IFF2). 

Figure 5-16 has the state table for these flip-flops. 

events IFF1 IFF2 

reset 0 0 

DI instruction 0 0 

El instruction , , 
I NT accepted 0 0 

NMI accepted 0 

RETN instruction accepted IFF2 IFF2 is copied into IFF1 

LO A, I instruction IFF2 is copied into PN 

LO A, R instruction IFF2 is copied into PN 

Figure S-16. State diagram for IFF1 and IFF2 
("-"denotes remain unchanged.) 

The maskable interrupt will be accepted if all of the 

following conditions are met: 

1)Both IFF1 and IFF2 are set. (The El instruction and 

RETN instructions change the status of these flags 

after the execution of the following instruction. So if 

there are El instruction followed by DI instruction, the 

interrupt request will not be accepted.) 
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RESET_ 

CLK 

~WATEl'SU 

KL5C80A12 

~UL 
' ' 

LA[15:0] '[---Y, PC x PC+1 P>--------c~--P-C+_;i_1 --x 
' ' 

0[7:0] C:J ' ~ 

M1 -----=-' I ~'----
MWR_ ·--~7 _____ ___. ____ ~H.,..ig.,..h-""z.-----'': K .... __ _ 

' ' 

MAD_ \ I 1 ·.~. ---High-Z , , -

IORD _ _==._] High-Z 1 ~'----
IOWR_ I 1.:-;, -----1.K.-.-====== 
WAIT_ 

HALT_ 

INT_ 

High-Z 

JACK_ "H" 
NMI_ -,,,.H~.,....---------r----------~----T--

BREQ_ 

BACK_ 

bus request acknowledge cycle i idle cycle i 
' ' 

Figure 5-17. Bus request timing 

2)BREQ_ is inactive ("H"). (When BREQ_ goes inac

tive, interrupt will be accepted after execution of an 

instruction.) 

3)No NMI_ falling edge has been detected. 

The KC82 has the dt~dicated signal, IACK_ for the 

external devices to acknowledged that the interrupt 

has been accepted, while the Z80 CPU signals using 

M1_ and IORQ_ combination for that purpose. 

Maskable Interrupt modes 

The KC82 has the following three different interrupt 

handling modes, and interrupt sequence is different 

by each modes. The following descriptions are the 

operations in each mode. Use the mode 2 usually. 

1)Mode O 

This is the default mode and set to this on reset auto

matically. 

Also, executing "IM O" instruction sets the CPU to this 

mode. In this mode, the CPU executes the instruction 

read during interrupt acknowledge cycle. 

Usually the instruction to be used in this mode is RST 

instructions, or CALL instruction. 

Figure 5-20 and 5-21 show each timing for RST and 

CALL instructions. For the all interrupt modes, if INT_ 

goes active during execution of a mode change 

instruction (IM 0-2), the new mode become effective 

right after these instructions. 
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CLK 

LA[15:0] 

~w-Lru-t . .f~ 
PC ' PC+2 PC ' PC+ PC:+ 1 

Din [7:0] 

Dout (7:0] --+------1 

M1 
8 : 

I \__) 
' \_} I 

' 

' LJ 
' ; j 

' High-Z: 
' 

B ' w 
\_) ---~: ' ' ' 

MWR_ 

MAD_ 

BREQ_ 

' ' : High-Z: 
: ,~~:-~:----------

:@ , ' _ __,_ ________ -+1=-;~·~--.:----------t-
BACK_ J I I I 

' ' ' 
11dle : : idle : : 
I I I I cvcl& LOI A execution cycle I 

• :}i\9 • .. :.. .. II'! 
LDIA execution cycle 

! bus request : *1 :Contents of HL r~gister 
Acknowledge cycle "2:Contents of DE register 

*3:0ata pointed by (HL) 
Figure 5-18. Bus request accepting timing *4:Next instruction 

(The figure has the case for BREQ_ goes active at©, accepting 
it at instruction boundary @. Note that the data fetched at® 
will be kept.) 

2)Mode 1 

The "IM 1 instruction" sets the CPU in this mode. In 

this mode, the CPU saves the contents the PC (Pro

gram Counter) onto the stack, ignores the data read 

during the interrupt acknowledge cycle, and executes 

"RST 38H" instruction internally. Figure 5-22 has the 

timing for Mode ·1 interrupt. 

3)Mode 2 

The "IM 2 instruction sets" the CPU to this mode. In 

this mode, as shown in the Figure 5-23-A, the 8-bit 

wide vector with O in LSB read during the interrupt 

acknowledge cyc:le as a lower byte, and the content of 

the I register as a upper byte form up a pointer which 

points an entry in a table of address for the interrupt 

service routines. After forming up the 16-bit address, 

the CPU fetches the table location and gets the start 

address, saves the return address onto the stack, 

then jumps to the service routine. Figure 5-23-B has 

the timing diagram for Mode 2 interrupt acknowledge 

cycle. 

Timing on interrupt acceptance 

The Figure 5-19 show the interrupt acknowledge tim

ing. In this figure, an interrupt is accepted during block 

move instruction. © shows that when an interrupt 

request occurs, the interrupt will not be accepted until 

the prefetch cycle of the last instruction, @. In this 

case, the data "EDh" fetched at® will not be kept by 

the CPU, and it will be refetched on the return from an 

interrupt. 

Non-maskable interrupt 

Non-maskable interrupt is an interrupt which can not 

be masked by software. The falling edge of the signal 

NMI_ is latched internally, and checked on the clock 

falling edge of the last cycle of every instruction. Non-

maskable interrupt takes place if BREQ_ is inactive. If 

BREQ_ goes inactive, NMI_ will be accepted after 

execution of an instruction. 

When a non-maskable interrupt is accepted, the CPU 

saves the contents of the PC onto the stack, and 

jumps to 0066h. Return from non-maskable service is 

done by "RETN" instruction. Figure 5-24 shows the 

timing for NMI_ acknowledge cycle. 
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CLK 

LA[15:0] 

Din[7:0] 

Dout[7:0] 

M1 

MWR_ 

MAD_ 

INT_ 

IACK_ 

•2 PC+2 

E) 
_J._J 

LJ 
I 

f 

LDIR execution cycle 

\ 

w 
' ' ' 
:@ 

I 

"6\WATEl'SU 

mode 1 interrupt 
acknowledge cycle 

KL5C80A12 

*1 :Contents of 
HL register. 

"2:Contents of 
DE register. 

*3:Data pointed 
by (HL). 

*4:Contents of 
0038H. 

Figure 5-19 .Interrupt acknowledge cycle in mode 1 
(The figure shows the case when the interrupt occurred at ®,accepting it at the instruction 
boundary@. This case restarts from the fetch ot ED at® on the return from an interrupt.) 

RESET_ 

CLK 

LA[15:0] 

Din [7:0] 

Dout [7:0] 

M1 

MWR_ 

MRD_ 

IORD_ 

IOWR_ 

WAJT_ 

HALT_ 

INT 

IACK_ 

PC+1 

FF (data <}I address 0038H 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----~ x==:: 

NMI_ "H" 
.~-+--------------------~----+---BRE O _ "H" ..... l"------i------------------------ii----

mode o interrupt acknowledge cycle (RST 38H) BACK_ 

• 
Figure 5-20. Mode o timing 
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RESET_ "H" 

CLK µl . . 
LA[15:0] PC 

Din[7:0] CD 44 . 
Dout [7:0] ~ 
M1 -, I \ y 
MWR_ _=.; \ I re= -, v . 
MRD - \ ~ . 
!ORD - L__ 

IOWR -

WAIT_ it-
HALT_ 

~ 
INT_ 

IACK_ \ n /\ I 
NMI "H" 

BREQ "H" -
"H" BACK_ 

mode O interrupt acknowledge cycle (Call instruction) 

Figure 5-21. Mode O timing 

Enable/disable of interrupts 

Enable/disable of an interrupt is controlled by two 

flip-flops - IFF1 and IFF2. Refer to Figure 5-16 on the 

state diagram tor these flip-flops. As shown, maskable 

interrupt will be accepted when both IFF1 and IFF2 

set to 1 . After reset and execution of DI instruction 

maskable interrupt is disabled, because both of these 

flip-flops are reset. An interrupt can be accepted while 

both IFF1 and IFF2 are set to 1 by execution of an El 

instruction. The reason there are two flip-flops is to 

memorize the status of El/DI condition with IFF2 on 

acceptance a Non-maskable interrupt. For example, if 

both IFF1 and IFF2 are '1' (maskable interrupt is 

enabled) on acceptance a non-maskable interrupt, in 

a non-maskable interrupt acknowledge cycle 1FF1 is 

cleared to O and maskable interrupts are disabled. At 

this stage, IFF2 still holds "1" and the content of IFF2 

is copied back into IFF1 on RETN instruction so that 

maskable interrupts could be enabled automatically 

again. 
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RESET_ 

CLK 

LA[15:0] PC+ 1 PC 0038 0039 

Din[7:0] >------<(interrupt vector )r-----------<(* 1 : 

Dout[7:0] .~;----------------~'----·~---
M1 

MWR_ 

MAD -
IORD -

IOWR_ 

WAIT_ 

HALT_ 

INT_ ~ 
!ACK_ 

NMI "H" -
BREO_ "H" 

"H" BACK_ 
mode 1 interrupt acknowledge cycle 

. * 1 :data of address 0038 

Figure 5-22. Mode 1 timing 

5.6.4 Halt enter and exit 

By executing the HALT instruction, the CPU enters 

into HALT cycle. In this cycle, the CPU continues to 

execute NOP instruction internally. The CPU exits 
from this cycle by either reset, or interrupts (Non

maskable interrupt or interrupt with IFF set). Figure 
5-25 shows timing for the case of acceptance an inter

rupt in mode 2 during HALT cycle. Then the CPU exits 

from the HALT cycle. IHAL T cycle made up with two 

separate bus cycles; the first cycle is idle cycle and 

the second cycle is opcode fetch cycle. The address 

lines holds the next address to the HALT instruction 

during this cycle. The instruction fetched during the 

second opcode fetch cycle will not be read by the 

KC82. The INT_ input is sampled on the falling CLK 

edge of the second cycle, and forces HALT_ back to 

"H". 
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interrupt service routine 
start address table 

KL5C80A12 

interrupt 
service routine 

lower address ~ 
I I register I interrupt vector! ______... higher address set to PC 

16bit address i------~ 

Figure 5·23-A. Mode 2 interrupt 

RESET_ "H" 

CLK 

LA[15:0] 

01[7:0] 

00[7:0] 

M1 

MWR_ 

MRO_ 

IORO_ 

IOWR_ 

WAIT_ 

HALT_ 

INT_ 

IACK_ 

NMI_ 

BREQ_ 

BACK_ 

~~~--~~~~~~CJ-CJ,__~~~~.~~ 

-~---.,....__~~~~/ 
_=-._J 
-~ 

_=-_J 
v . 
I 

\ I 
\ 

. 
\ r= 

L: . 

"h_" ----1-----------------4----
"H" 
_ _____________________ ....__~ 

·1-1· mode 2 interrupt acknowledge cycle 

Figure 5-23-8. Mode 2 timing 

5.6.5 Reset timing 

"1 :Address for the 
interrupt service 
routine address 
table. 

*2:Address + 1 for 
the interrupt 
service routine 
address table . 

"3:Starting address 
tor the interrupt 
service routine. 

'*4:Fetched data here 
will be refetched 
on return. 

"5:Low address byte 
for the interrupt 
service routine. 

"6:High address byte 
tor the interrupt 
service routine. 

By keeping RESET_ input "L" for the minimum 3 clock set to Mode 0. IFF1, I FF2 flags and I, R registers are 

cycles, the KC82 is reset. During reset cycle, AEN_ reset. 

goes "H". When RESET_ goes inactive ("H"), opcode 

fetch cycle will be initiated on the falling edge of 3rd 

clock, and starts from OOOOh. The interrupt mode is 
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RESET_ 

CLK 

LA[15:0] 

Din[?:O] 

Dout[7:0] 

M1 

MWR -
MAD_ 

NMI -

BREQ -
BACK_ 

RESET_ 

CLK 

LA[15:0] 

Din[7:0] 

Dout[?:O] 

M1 

MWR_ 

MRD_ 

IORD_ 

IOWR_ 

WAIT_ 

HALT_ 

INT_ 

IACK_ 

"H" 

\ 
--__J 

=\ 
"H" 

"H" 

""WATEJSU 
KL5C80A12 

•1 :Fetched data 
here will be 

~ 
refetched on return. 

"2:0ata at 0066h. 

v \ ~ 
\ I K 

NMI acknowledge cycle 

Figure 5-24. Non-maskable Interrupt timing 

•1 :Address for the 
interrupt service 
routine address table. 

~""""\<r---..r-t-,r-- "2:Address + 1 tor 
>-------< the interrupt 

---+-------T--------~ service routine 
: address table. 

~ r\._J\.' '--+------'/ \ V:= •3:Starting address 
- , for the interrupt 
=.J \ ,,..----T"c=-- service routine. 

: •4:Address of the 
' following instruction to 

~------,'--- the HALT. c= •5:Low address byte 
--r-....;...------~---------------r'-- for the interrupt 

:\....__ service routine. 
----T-------..;.----------------;•,..--- •s:High address byte 

for the interrupt 

\__) 
HALT state mode 2 interrupt acknowledge cycle • 

Figure 5-25. HALT Exit (Mode 2) 
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5.7MMU 
5.7.1 General description 
The MMU block is the circuit which converts the KC82 

16 bit logical address, LA[15:0], to 20 bit physical ad

dress, A[19:0]. However, the MMU converts addresses 

only in case of memory access. It does not affect ad

dresses in case of 1/0 access. The MMU is consisted of 

the following registers and a physical address calcula

tion unit The operation of the physical address calcula

tion unit is described in the later section. 

Ti bl a e S-1. R~ster Architecture 
Name 

Boundary/Base Register 1 (BBR1) 

KCSO 
CPU Core 

II 

II 

II 

Base Register 

II 

II 

II 

2 (BBR2) 

3 (BBR3) 

4 (BBR4) 

1 (BR1) 

2 (BR2) 

3 (BR3) 

4 (BR4} 

Number of Bits Read/Write 

Sb it R/W 
II R/W 
II R/W 

Sbit* R/W 
Sb it R/W 

II R/W 
II R/W 
II Read Only 

*Upper 2 bit is Read Only 

KC82 Data Bus 

Logical Address 
upper 6 bits 

~WATETSU 

KL5C80A12 

LA[15:10] 

~ 
BBR1 BR1 

11 2 Physical Address 11 2 

--.-1-, -3---1 ---.. ~ '----C-al-cu-lat_i_on-Un-it _ _, .,. /1 3 
114 114 

Boundary/Base Register (8 x 4) n Base Register (8 X 4) 

\7 Physical Address upper 10 bits A(19:10] 

Figure 5-26. Block diagram 
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5. 7.2 Description of registers 
Eight 8 bit registers are included in the MMU block. 

These 8 registers hold four 1 O bit data and four 6 bit 

data which are necessary for the MMU block. 

Boundary/base registers (BBR1 - BBR4) 
The upper 2 bits of these registers (A1 <1 :0> -

A4<1:0>) are used to hold base addresses in the 

physical address space: with the 8 bits of base regis

ters. The lower 6 bits are logical boundary addresses 

(B1 <5:0> - B4<5:0>). They are used as the boundary 

addresses to divide the logical space into five regions. 

The upper 2 bits of BBR4 are fixed, and the contents 

don't change when data is written on it. 

1/0 Address Register Name 

bit7 

OOH BBR1 A1<1:0> 

01H BR1 A1<9:2> 

02H BBR2 A2<1:0> 

03H BR2 A2<9:2> 

04H BBR3 A3<1:0> 

05H BR3 A3<9:2> 

06H BBR4 A4<1:0> 

07H BR4 A4<9:2> 

~WATEJSU 

KL5C80A12 

Base reglsters(BR1 - BR4) 
These registers compose 1 O bit physical address 

bases (A1<9:0> - A4<9:0>) with the upper 2 bits of 

boundary/base resisters. They are used to hold base 

addresses in the physical address space. The content 

of BR4 is fixed to FOH. 

Logical boundary address and physical address 
base 
The MMU block divides the logical address space into 

five regions, and each region is mapped to the phys

ical address space. The MMU block needs five logical 

boundary addresses (BO - 84) and five physical 

address bases (AO - A4). The content of AO is fixed 

to OOOH, and that of BO is fixed to OOH. The other data 

are assigned in boundary/base registers and base 

registers as shown in Figure 5-27. 

6 5 0 

' . B1<5:0> ' . . 
' ' B2<5:0> ' ' ' 

. . 
B3<5:0> . 

' 

. 
OOB Fixed: B4<5:0> 

' ' 

FOH Fixed 

Figure 5-27. MMU Register Mapping 
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5.7.3 Calculation of physical address by MMU 

The logical address space is divided into five regions 

(RO - R4) as shown in Figure 5-28. The five regions 

are decided with logical boundary address (80<5:0> 

- 84<5:0>}. Tl'1e lower limit address of Rn region is 

(Bn+ 1 )*400H, and the higher limit address of Rn 

region is (B(n+1)+1)*400H-1. (The RO's lower limit 

address is always OOOOOH and the R4's higher limit 

address is always FFFFFH.) These regions in the 

physical space are created by adding the physical 

address base (i 0 bits) of divided each region and the 

upper 6 bits of logical address. (See Figure 5-29.) The 

division of logical space is decided by comparison of 

the upper 6 bits of logical address and the logical 

boundary addre~ss (BO - 84). Setting of 1 K byte unit 

is possible. The lowest value of the R1 region's lower 

limit address is 0400H and the content of AO is fixed 

to OOOH. Themfore, the lowest 1 K byte of logical 

0000 
RO 

4000 
R1 

8000 
R2 

cooo 
R3 

ccoo 
R4 

FFFF 

Region RO Logical Address OOOOH ...., 3FFFH 

Region R1 Logical Address 4000H ...., 7FFFH 

Region R2 Logical Address 8000H ...., BFFFH 

Region R3 Logical Address COOOH ..... CBFFH 

Region R4 Logical Address CCOOH ...., FFFFH 
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space (OOOOH - 03FFH), which is belong to RO 

region, is always mapped to OOOOOH - 003FFH in the 
physical space. 

An example is shown in Figure 5-28. For example, bit 

data are set as following; 

BO = OOH (Fixed) 

81 = OFH 

82 = 1FH 

83 = 2FH 

84 = 32H 

AO = OOOH (Fixed) 

A1 = 080H 

A2. = 040H 

A3 = OCOH 

A4 = 3COH (Fixed) 

The relationship of five logical regions and physical 

reg ions is followed. 

_....i----1 03FFF 

18000 

1BFFF 

24000 

27FFF 

3COOO 

3CBFF 

""Q~m~~!m FCCOO 
FFFFF 

Physical Address Space 

Physical Address OOOOOH ...., 03FFFH 

Physical Address 24000H - 27FFFH 

Physical Address 1 SOOOH ...., 1 BFFFH 

Physical Address 3COOOH ...., 3CBFFH 

Physical Address FCCOOH ...., FFFFFH 

Figure 5-28. Example of Relationship of Logical Address and Physical Address 
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Physical Address Base 

9 0 
AO 0000000000 

A1 

A2. 
A3 

A4 1111000000 
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Logical Boundary Address 0 
.-------.-----..., Logical Address 

15 10 9 
5 0 

BO 00000 

81 
82 
83 
84 

......__ ___ ......._ ____ __, LA[15:0] 

Region 
Sbit 

Decision i....--.... 
{Comparison) 

10 bit Lower 10bit 

10 bit 

19 10 9 0 
.----~----.---~-----. Physical Address 

A[19:0] 

Figure 5·29. Physical Address Calculation 
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5.7.4 MMU mechanism 

(1) Memory space 

The MMU converts the address when the CPU 

accesses memory space. This is divided into 

following cases. 

1.lnstruction fotch 

2.Read or write to memory space by instruction 

3.lnstruction fotch to interrupt restart address 

4.Start address table in mode 2 interrupt 

(2) 1/0 space 
When the CPU accesses 1/0 space, the MMU does 

not convert the address and outputs the logical 

address. In this c:ase, OH is put on upper 4 bits of the 

address. 

(3) DMA controll•9r 
When a DMA controller (KP37 etc.) is on the chip, the 

MMU does not convert the address which the OMA 

outputs. In cas·e of KP37, a special register is 

necessary for each channel to assign the upper 4 bits 

of the physical address. 

OOOO(BO=OOH) 

4000(B2=0FH) 

R1 disappears (B1=1 FH) 

COOO(B3=2FH) 

CCOO(B4=32H) 

9.<1'WATETSU 
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5.7.5 Reset 

The registers are initialized when they are reset as 

following. 
BO = OOH (Fixed) 

81 = 3FH 

82 = 3FH 

83 = 3FH 

B4 = 3FH 

AO = OOOH (Fixed) 

A1 OOOH 

A2 = OOOH 

A3 = OOOH 

A4 = 3COH (Fixed) 

When they are reset, there is only RO region in the 

logical address space. 64K byte of the logical address 

space is mapped to the lowest 64K byte in the 

physical address space. 

5.7.6 Precautions on the use of the MMU 

(1)When the logical boundary address is set as BO< 

81 < 82 < 83 < 64, all regions are valid. When the 

logical boundary addresses are set in opposite order 

or equally, the region whose region number is bigger 

is valid. The region whose region number is smaller is 

disappears. For example, if 81 >= 62 is set, R1 region 

disappears. 

.... 
RO 

R2 

R3 
~ 

R4 

Figure 5-30. Example when 81 ~ 82 
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(2)When data is written in MMU registers (boundary/ 
base registers, base registers), the set value is valid 
from the next bus cycle of 1/0 write cycle in which data 
is written in MMU registers. 

(3)There is no hardware restriction for the use of each 
region(RO - R4). However, the following assignments 
are recommended. 

RO: resident program region (common program, 
interrupt vector, etc.) 

R1: program bank window 
R2: data bank window 1 (source) 
R3: data bank window 2 (destination) 
R4: resident data region (stack etc.) 

(4)This MMU circuit occupies the following 1/0 
addresses. Note that these 1/0 addresses cannot be 
assigned for user's 1/0. 

Table 5-2 1/0. Mapping MMU circuit uses. 

1/0 Address Register Name 

OOH BBR1 

01H BR1 

02H BBR2 

03H BR2 

04H BBR3 

05H BR3 

06H BBR4 

07H BR4 

08H ...._ OFH Reserved For Kawasaki 

Steel corp. 

(5)The logical boundary address of R1 is decided by 
the R1 logical boundary address (81). Because the 
lower limit address of the A1 region is (81+1 )*400H, 
the lowest value of the R1 region lower limit address 
is 0400H. On the other hand, the lower limit address 
of the RO region is OOOOH. Therefore, the lowest 1 K 
byte of logical address is always belong to the RO 
region. This lowest 1 K byte is always mapped to the 
fixed location, OOOOOH - 003FFH. 

(6)Set a value under 3FH to 81 - 84. 3FH to 81 - 84 
is an invalid value and the corresponding region 
disappears. 
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6. Interrupt Controller 

6.1 General description 

The KLSC8080A1212 includes a KP69 macro cell as interrupt controller. The KP69 is a small-sized interrupt 

controller developed exclusively for microcontroller based on our CPUs (KC80 or KC82). The KP69 can sup

port 16 levels of interrupt request inputs for the KCSO or KC82's Mode 2 interrupt. Each interrupt request can 

be set to the HIGH or LOW priority group, and within each group a higher number of interrupt request input 

level has higher priority. The edge/level operation and mask condition of each interrupt request input, higher 3 

bits of interrupt vector can be programmed. 

When the KP69 receives an interrupt request, it determines its mask condition and priority and sends the INT_ 

signal to the CPU. When the IACK_ signal returns from the CPU, it sends a programmed interrupt vector to the 

data bus. It also recognizes the end of interrupt service routine with EOI_ = "L" from the CPU. This EOI_ signal 

goes low while executing the RETI instruction. Therefore, if the RETI instruction is placed at the end of interrupt 

service routine, the KC69 automatically recognizes the RETI instruction and the end of interrupt service routine. 

The KC69 has ailso an illegal interrupt detection capability. 

Features 

· Support KC80/KC82 mode 2 interrupt. 

• The priorities of 16 level interrupt request inputs can be programmed. 

· Each interrupt request maskable. 

· Nested interrupt operation possible. 

· The edge/level mode of interrupt request input can be selected. 

· Illegal interrupt detection capability 

· Automatically detects the execution of the CPU's RETI instruction and the end of interrupt 
service routine. 
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6.2 Block diagram 

The following is the block diagram of KC69. 
The KC69 C . 0 's IA K_ mplllt, E I_ input and 

are internally connected to the 
K_ output, EOl_ output and INT_ 

INT_output 
CPU'slAC 
input respe 
table are c 

ctively. The signals shown in the 

r+j 
BB61PGRI 

onnected to IR[15:0]. 

IR[15: O] 

!ACK _ 

EOl _ 

INT_ 

___.,. 
___.,. 
....._ 

(from C PU) 

Intern al Bus ---
CPU 
Interface 

IR[15] 

IR[14] 

IR[13] 

1R[12] 

IR(11] 

IR[10] 

IR[9] 

IR[8] 

IR[7] 

IR[6] 

IR[S] 

IR(4] 

IA[3) 

IR[2] 

IR[1] 

IR[O] 

__., .. 
Main .... 

IRR Control 

~ 
Unit 

r--

.. 
----

Figure 6-1. KP69 Block Diagram 

Table 6-1. KLSCSOA 12 Interrupts 

Source of interrupt request 

Timer/Counter B channel 2 OUTS output 

Timer/Counter B channel 1 OUTS output 

Timer/Counter B channel 0 OUTS output 

Timer/Counter A channel 1 OUT output 

Timer/Counter A channel 0 OUT output 

USART TX.EMPTY output 

USART RXRDY output 

USART TXRDYPIN output 

External input P07/IR7 

External input P06/IR6 

External input P05/IR5 

External input P04/IR4 

External input P03/IR3 

External input P02/I R2 

External input P01/IR1 

External input POO/IRO 
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6.3 Register architecture and 1/0 mapping 

KP69 contains the following registers. 

Table 6-2. 1/0 Mapping 

1/0 address Block Write cycle Read cycle 

34H Interrupt controller 

35H 

36H 

37H 

IRR (Interrupt Request Register) 
(not readable, not writable) 

LERL/PGRL ISRL 

LERH/PGRH ISRH 

IMRL IMRL 

IVR/IMRH IMRH 

IVR (Interrupt Vector Register) 
(write only) 

The corresponding bits are set when an interrupt 
request is generated. When the interrupt request is 
accepted in the level mode, this register is reset by 
disappearance of the request. When the interrupt 
request is accepted in the edge mode, it is reset by 
the start of interrupt service. The edge detection cir
cuits of all interrupt levels are reset right after the 
reset. 

This register specifies higher 3 bits of interrupt vector 
of the KC82 Mode 2 interrupt. Writable registers 

change when data is written into this register. 

ISR (In Service Register) 
(read only) 
When the !ACK_. signal is returned, the bits corre
sponding to the accepted interrupt request are set. 
They are reset at the end of request service. All bits 
are reset right after the reset. Each 8 bits can be read. 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 

ISRH I ISR[15] ISR[14] ISR(13] ISR(12] ISR(11] 

D7 D6 DS D4 D3 

ISRL ISR[7] ISR[6] ISR[S] ISR(4] ISR(3] 

D2 D1 DO 

ISR(10] ISR[9] ISR[B] 

D2 D1 DO 

ISR[2] ISR[1] ISR[O] 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

ISR[n] 

0 
1 

IVR I IVR[7] IVR[6] IVR[S] lXlXC><JXJXJ 

6-3 

description 

Out of service 
In service 



LER (Level I Edge Re!gister) 
(write only) 

This register controls the level/edge mode of each 

interrupt request input (hereinafter referred to as "IR 

input"). The mode can be set for each IR input. All bits 

are set to the level mode right after the reset. Be sure 

to write data to this re~1ister before setting IVR. This 

register is write only. 

Note: To use an interrupt of timer/counter, the corre

sponding IR input should be set to the edge mode. 

D7 D6 D5 04 03 

~WATErSU 
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PGR (Priority Group Register) 
(write only) 

This register controls priority groups of IR inputs. The 

priority group can be set for each IR input. There are 

two kinds of priority groups; "HIGH" and "LOW'. All 

bits are set to LOW right after the reset. Be sure to 

write data to this register after setting IVR. This regis

ter is write only. 

02 01 DO 

LERH LER[15] LER(14] LER[13] LER[12] LER[11] LER[10] LER[9] LER[8] 

017 Dl6 DIS 014 013 012 Dl1 010 

LEAL LER(7] I u:R[6J LER[5] LER[4] LER[3] LER[2] LER[1] LER[O] 

LER[n]. description 

0 LEVEL mode 
1 EDGE mode 

D7 D6 05 D4 03 02 01 DO 

PGRH I PGR[15]1 PGR[14] PGR[13] PGR[12 PGR[11] PGR[10] PGR[9] PGR[8] 

07 06 05 04 D3 02 01 DO 

PGRL I PGR[7] I PGR[6] PGR[5] PGR[4] PGR[3] PGR[2] PGR[1] PGR[O] 

PGR[n] description 

0 "LOW" group 
1 "HIGH" group 



IMR (Interrupt Mask Register) 
(readable, writable) 

This register mask IR inputs. The mask state can be 

set for each IR input. All bits are set to "1" right after 

the reset. Be sure to write data to this register after 

setting IVR. This register is write/read enable. 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 

IMRH I IMR(15] IMR[14] IMR[13] IMR[12] IMR[11] 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 

IMRL [ IMR[7] IMR(6] IMR[5] IMR(4] IMR[3] 
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D2 D1 DO 

IMR[10] IMR[9] IMR[8] 

D2 D1 DO 

IMR[2] IMR[1] IMR[OJ 

IMR[n] description 
0 non-masked state 
1 masked state 



6.4 Interrupt vector output 

The following is the output format of interrupt vector. 

The Figure 6-2 shows the interrupt vector output as 

response to !ACK_. 

07 D6 05 04 03 

I IVR[71 I IVR[6] I IVR[5] l ~ 

~WATErSU 
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02 01 DO 

I 0 

/ 
Outputs according to the bit number of an interrupt request input (IR[n]) 

at acceptance! 
of!R[15] 

L-~~..._~~..._~~-'-~~-' 

0 
at acceptance I 

of IR[14] 
~~~.._~~.._~~~~~~ 

0 
at acceptance I 

o1' IR[13] 
'---~~......_~~.._~~-'-~~--' 

0 0 
at acceptance I 

of IR[12) 
~~~......_~~.._~~~~~~ 

0 0 0 
at acceptance I 

of IR[O] O 
L-~~..._~~.._~~-'-~~-' 

bits 7 to 5: data set in IVR 
bits 4 to 1: binary code of accepted interrupt level 
bit 0 : always 0 

Figure 6-2. Interrupt Vector 
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6.5 Priorities of interrupt requests 

The priorities of interrupt request inputs are set in 

descending ordE~r of bit numbers right after the reset. 

The priorities can be changed in terms of priority 

group. There an~ two kinds of priority groups ("LOW' 
and "HIGH") and 

~WATErSU 
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the priority group can beset for each IR. The IRs of 

"HIGH" group have higher priority over those of 

"LOW'' group. Within each group, an IR with higher bit 

number has higher priority. The following is an exam

ple of IR priorities. 

Interrupt request input Group Interrupt request input Group Priority 

IR[15] LOW IR[12] HIGH Highest 

IR[14] LOW IR[10] HIGH J. 
IR[13] LOW IR[S] HIGH J. 
IR[12] HIGH IR[7] HIGH J. 
IR[11] LOW IR[4] HIGH J. 
IR[10] HIGH IR[2] HIGH J. 
IR[9] LOW IR[1] HIGH J. 
IR[S] HIGH IR[O] HIGH J. 
IR[7] HIGH IR[15] LOW J. 
IR[6] LOW IR[14] LOW J. 
IR[5] LOW IR[13] LOW J. 
IR[4} HIGH IR[11] LOW J. 
IR[3} LOW IR[9] LOW J. 
IR[2] HIGH IR[6] LOW J. 
IR[1] HIGH IR[5] LOW J. 
IR[O] HIGH IR[3] LOW Lowest 

Figure 6-3. Interrupt Request Priority 
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6.6 Register setting sequence 

1/0 addresses are assigned to the internal registers of 

KC69 as shown in Table 6-2. So initialization of regis

ters after clearing the reset is performed in the following 

order: LER, IVR and IMR (or PGR). It should be noted 

that only IMR or PGR can be set after setting IVR. 

6. 7 Readout of registers 

~WATEJSU 
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Hardware reset 

Hardware reset 

Setting IVR 

Setting IMR Setting PGR 

Figure 6-4. Register Setting Sequence 

Edge mode 
In edge mode, the rising edge of IR input is recog

Of the KP69 registers, JSR and IMR are always read- nized as interrupt request. In this case, the interrupt 
able. Readout of JSR is required to determine an illegal request is held until accepted. 
interrupt. 

Operation sequence 

The following is the operations when an interrupt 

request is generated at IR(n] pin. 
6.8 Acceptance of interrupt request 

When JR input goes "H" to generate an interrupt 

There are two modes (level and edge) for the accep- request, the corresponding bits of IRA are set. This 

tance of interrupt request and they are set by LER. interrupt request becomes an INT_ signal through the 

Level mode 
In level mode, "H" level of JR input is recognized as 
interrupt request. 

mask conditions determined by IMR and the priority 

decision by JSR and PGR. The KC82 receives the sig

nal and makes the JACK_ signal "L". When the KP69 

receives this JACK_ signal, it outputs an interrupt vec-

tor corresponding to the IR[n] where the interrupt 

request has been generated to set the corresponding 

bit of JSR and (in edge mode) reset the corresponding 

bits of IRA. Then the CPU enters the interrupt service 

routine. When JSR is set, acceptance of an interrupt 

request in edge mode is enabled. 



CLK 

IR 

INT_ 

IACK_ 

DO 

ISR 
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.~~/ ~i\~~-'---'-~~-
lnteoupt <equest I• belog ao<ept•r uotil """· ; ,. Interrupt request in edge mode 

is reset here. 

I 
i i i......., 

ISR is reset here and rceptance of a~ interru~t request in edge mode resumes. 

X''"~~ ""'°'f ______ _ 

Figure 6-5. Interrupt Request Accepting Timing 

6.9 End of interrupt 

When the EOI_ signal from the KC82 goes "L", the 

KP69 resets the ISR bits corresponding to the highest 

priority level of the interrupt being serviced. This ter

minates the interrupt service of that level. 

CLK 

INT_ 

EOI_ 

ISR[n] 

\,_ __ _,____,/ ISR is reset here. 

·~-----------...:~ ... -----'' 

Figure 6-6. Interrupt Terminating Timing 
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6.10 Nested interrupt operation 

The KP69 compares the interrupt level of a new inter

rupt request with that of the interrupt request being 

serviced in terms of the predetermined priority. When 

the interrupt level of a new interrupt request has 

higher priority than that of the interrupt request being 

serviced, the KP69 accepts a new interrupt request, 

otherwise the KP69 rejects it or keeps it wait. This 

implements a nested interrupt operation. The state of 

nested interrupts can be obtained by reading ISR. 

6.11 Illegal interrupt operation 

An illegal interrupt indicates the following state: when 

an interrupt request input set to the level mode made 

INT_ signal "L" and the KC82 returned IACK_ as 

response, the interrupt request has already disap

peared and there is no higher interrupt request input 

than the interrupt request being serviced with the 

highest priority. In this state the KP69 does not set 

ISR and outputs an interrupt vector corresponding to 

IR[O), entering an illegal interrupt operation state 

which lasts until the EOI_ from the KC82. ISR is not 

reset by this EOI_. An~· interrupt request (legal or ille

gal) would not be accepted in the illegal interrupt 

operation state. Therefore, during the IR[O] interrupt 

service it is necessary to distinguish a normal inter

rupt request or an illegal interrupt request based on 

ISR[O). When the KP69 goes to an illegal interrupt 

request state during the IR[O] interrupt service, the 

readout of ISR gives ISR[O]=O. This indicates that 

ISR[0)=1 represents a legal interrupt request and 

ISR(O]=O represents an illegal interrupt request. 

~WATEJSU 
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6.12 Reset 

When the RESET_ goes "L", the following operations 

are performed. 

(1) IMR is set to "FFFFH". (All levels in masked state) 

(2) IRA, ISR, LER and PGR are reset to "OOOOH". 

(3) Illegal interrupt operation state is disabled. 

(4) IVR is placed in non-set state. (Initialization is 

required.) 

6.13 Precautions 

(1) Be sure to use Mode 2 for CPU interrupt mode. 

(2) Be sure to place RETI instruction (source code: 

ED 4D) at the end of interrupt service routine. 

(3) To use an interrupt of timer/counter, the corre

sponding IR input should be set to the edge mode. 
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6.14 Advanced Applications 

The external outputs IR7 to IRO are always con

nected to the input buffer of pins 80 to 83 and 85 to 

88. When the ports are set to the input direction, the 

conditions of interrupt request on IR7 to IRO can be 

checked by readout of the ports. This is very useful 

for checking the presence of nested interrupt 

requests. When the ports are set to the output direc

tion, an external interrupt can be generated through 

the output ports by software. Read the following pre

cautions about how to use these pins. 

Out of chip IRO- IR7 

Port (POO to P07) output 

Figure 6-7. Structure of Pins 80 to 83 and 85 to 88 

Precautions: 

(1) when placing an external input to IR7 to IRO 

Set the parallel ports to the input direction. 

(2) when setting the parallel ports to the output direc

tion 

The values to be output from the parallel ports are 

input to IR7 to IRO. Mask the corresponding exter

nal request level when not using IR7 to IRO. 

6-11 
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7. USART 

7.1 General description 

The USART in the chip is KP51 macro cell. KP51 is a programmable serial communication macro cell. Once 

initialized, it transmits and receives data according to the mode. This macro cell is compatible with popular 

8251, but much faster than it. 

Synchronous mode and asynchronous mode 
KP51 provides the following two modes. 

(1) Synchronous (sync) mode 

· character length: 5 to 8 bits 
• number of synchronous characters: 1 to 2 characters 
· parity bit odd/even/non parity bit, internal synchronization detection/external 

synchronization detection 
(2) Asynchronous (async) mode 

· character length: 5 to 8 bits 
· stop bit length: 1, 1 .5, or 2 bits 
· parity bit odd/even/non parity bit 
· baud rate: x 1 , x 6, x 64 

Error detection during data reception 
The following errors can be detected as status information while receiving data. 

· parity error (when parity is enabled) 
· overrun error 
· framing error (async mode only) 

Sending and detecting a break signal 

Transmit enable and receive enable flags 
When the transmit enable flag is set to '1 ', it is enabled to send data. When it is set to 'O', transmit data stored 
in the buffer is sent and the transmit data pin goes '1' (marking state). 

When the receive enable flag is set to 'O', in async mode all receive operations (reception of data and change 

of flag) are disabled, and in sync mode the reception of data is not disabled and RXRDY and an overrun flag 

are reset. When it is set to '1 ', normal operations are performed. 

Enter hunt feature 
When detecting sync characters in sync mode, an enter hunt command enables sync characters to be detected 

at each bit boundary. 
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7.2 KP51 internal pin description 

pin name 1/0 description 

TXRDYPIN 0 Transmitter ready signal output 
When transmit data can be written and transmit is enabled 

(CTS_ ="H" and been= '1 '), it goes "H''. When transmit data is writ 

ten, it goes "L" and data transfer starts if in transmit enable state. 

As the KP51 has double internal buffer structure, this signal goe~ 

"H" to inform that a next transmit data can be written when dat~ 

transfer starts. 

This signal differs from the bit 0 of status register (TXRDY) in th~ 

following points. 

Status register bit O - "H" when write of transmit data is enabled 
TXROYPIN signal - "H" when transmit data can be written and 

transmit is enabled (CTS _ = "L" and been= "1 "). 

TX EMPTY 0 Transmitter empty output 

It outputs "H" when there is no data to be sent. When transmit data 

is written, it outputs "L". 

This signal remains "H" in transmit disable state (CTS _ = "H" and 

been== 'O'). In sync mode, when data is written and transmitted, and 

there is no data to be sent, it keeps automatically outputting sync 

characters. Even at this time TXEMPTY outputs "H". 

RXRDY 0 Receiver ready signal output 

It outputs "H" when one character data is received and readout o 

data is enabled. It is reset to "L" when data is read out. The execu 

tion of a receive disable command (rxen= 'O': setting the command 

register bit 2 to 'O') also resets this signal to "L". In sync mode it isl 

reset to "L" by issuing the enter hunter command (setting the com 

mand register bit 7 to '1 '). 

Refer to Chapter 3 for the KP51 's external 1/0 pins (CTS_, RXC,DSR_, RXD, TXD, TXC, DTR_, RTS_, SYN

DBD, SYDTIN). 
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7 .3 Block diagram 

The following is the KP51 block diagram. The KP51 internal pins (TXRDYPIN, TXEMPTY, RXRDY) are con
nected to the interrupt controller. 

_. Txd Tx 
_J Disassemble Buffer 

ernal Bus Bus 
Interface - ..... 
Logic TXC - . . 

Int 

-. - JTx Contro .... ~ Uiiit J 
CTS 

RX c ..-.lRx Control ..... SYDTIN _-----==t_ - L unrt J 
Sync Chara .... .... :f Detector r-Reg1 1---+1 -

Unit ·i_ 
Sync Chara J 
Reg2 i-----. -
"lii10Cle .... --{ Rxd 1 J 

Reg La. Assembler] l .... 
Commanq_ 
Reg 

I-+-
OS R_ StatrJS . Reg 

-
D I~~ Rx l ..... 

~ Buffer .. 
Buffer 

RX 

rx_cont. 
tx_cont. 

basic_cont. 
internal 
data_bus 

Figure 7-1. KP51 Block Diagram 

1/0 Register Mapping 

1/0 address Block Write cycle 

38H USART Transmit data 

39H Mode/command/sync character 
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Txd 
Output TXD 

~uffer 

' 

Rxd 
~ut 

er }-
....... 
_;,, --
...... 
...:. 
~ 
...... -

DTR 
ATS= 

TXRD YPIN 
MPTY 
DY 
DBD 

TXE 
RXR 
SYN 

Read cycle 

Receive data 

Status 



7 .4 Initialization 

To start transmitting or receiving data, the setting 

mode and command entry should be made after reset 

as shown in Figure 7-2. 

Setting mode 

When writing to 1/0 address 39H is made after reset, 

data is written to the mode register. The KP51 always 

waits for mode set state after reset (external RESET 

input or software' reset command entry). 

In this state, the sync or async mode is selected, and 

baud rate, character length and others are set. Set 

the mode according to the format described in the fol

lowing pages. 

Figure 7-2. Initialization Sequence Flowchart 
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Setting sync characters 

When the sync mode is selected, the KP51 then waits 

for the sync character. Write one sync character for 

single mode or two sync characters for double(bi

sync) mode. When the async mode is selected, the 

KP51 automatically skips this step and proceeds to 

the next command waiting state. 

Setting command 

When the mode and sync character are set, all data 

writes at 1/0 address = 39H are regarded as a com
mand. 

The command enables data transmission. About 

commands, refer to P.7-6. 

~----...... 
START 

Hardware reset 
software reset 

Setting mode 

ASYNC 

Write first sync character 

SINGLE 

Write second sync character 

Command : Interchangeable 

Data write 

Setting command Data write/read Status read 
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Mode register 

(1) sync mode 

07 D6 DS D4 03 D2 D1 DO 

... 

(2)async mode 

D7 06 DS D4 D3 D2 01 DO 

7-5 
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Both bits set to 'O' 

Character length 
D2 
D3 

Parity enable 
1 =enable 
o =disable 

Parity check 
1 =even 
0 =odd 

Sync detection 

5 
0 
0 

6 7 8 
1 0 1 
0 1 1 

1 = external sync detection 
0 = internal sync detection 

Sync character 
1 =single 
0 =double 

Baud rate x1 

DO 1 

D1 0 

Character length 
02 
03 

Parity enable 
1 =enable 
0 =disable 

Parity check 
1 =even 
0 =odd 

Stop bit 
D6 
07 

5 
0 
0 

x16 x64 

0 1 

1 1 

6 7 8 
1 0 1 

0 1 1 

invalid 1 1.5 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 

2 
1 

1 



Command register 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO 

l I 1 I I I I I l c... 

--
-....... 
----.. 

--

-...,.. 

~ 
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txen Transmit Enable 
1 =enable 
0 =disable 

KL5C80A12 

dtr Data Terminal Ready (OTA_ output) 
1 =OTA_ "l" 
0 = DTR_"H" 

rxen Receive Enable 
1 =enable 
O =disable 

sbrk Send Break Signal 
1 = transmission break signal (TXD= "L" output) 
O = normal operation 

er Error Flag Reset 
1 = clear all error flags; 

PE (parity error), 
OE (overrun error), FE (framing error) 

rts Request To Send (RTS _ output) 
1 =ATS_ "l" 
0 = RTS_ "H" 

ir Software Reset 
1 = reset (internal initialization) 

eh Enter Hunt Mode (sync detection) 
1 = enters hunt mode 

(detection of sync character) 

* 07, 06 and 04 of the command register are single operations so that clearing each bit is not necessary. 
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7.5 Operation modes 

The operations in each mode are described below. 

Data transmission in async mode 

When data is written from the CPU, character data is 

disassembled to the transmit format with start bit, par

ity bit and stop bit based on the conditions specified 

by the mode register. 
When a transmission break command (sbrk= '1 ') is 

issued, TXD outputs "L". 

When a transmission break command (sbrk= '1 ') is 

not issued and transmit is enabled (CTS _ = "L" or 

tl<en= '1 '),data is transmitted. Before transmission the 

TXD signal remains "H'' (marking state) until transmit 

data is written. When there is no data to be sent after 

transmitting 1 character, it returns to the marking 

state. 

Transmit data is sent in synchronization with the rising 

edge of the TXC signal at 1, 1/16 or 1/64 times of the 

TXC according to the set baud rate. 

Data reception in async mode 

When the KP51 detects RXD input "H" at receive 

enable state (rxen= '1 '), it waits until the RXD goes 

"L". When the RXD goes "L", a start bit becomes 

effective. If the KP51 samples a "L" in the center of a 

bit, it identifies it as start bit and starts receiving data. 

It detects a parity error, framing error and overrun 

error during data reception. Each of these errors can 

be checked by the readout of status register 

described later. These errors do not affect the receive 

operation itself. 

Framing error is recognized not by the number of stop 

bits, but by the first stop bit being "L". 

Data transmission in sync mode 

Even at transmit enable state (CTS_ = "L" and tl<en= 

'1 ') the TXD signal remains "H" (marking state) until a 

first data is written. When there is data to be sent. 

data is transmitted in synchronization with the rising 
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edge of TXC. Next transmit data should be provided 

before there is no data to be sent (TXEMPTY goes 

"H"). When data is provided late, sync characters are 

automatically sent repeatedly. 

When transmitting sync characters, the TXEMPTY 

signal is "H" until the next data is provided, and it goes 

"L" when data is provided. 

Sync characters are not sent unless the first transmit 

data is written. 

Data reception in sync mode 

There are two kinds of sync detection; internal sync 

detection and external sync detection. In sync mode, 

an enter hunt command should be issued (bit 7 of the 

command register set to '1 ') before start receiving 

data. The enter hunt command enables async char

acterto be detected. 

In internal sync detection, a sync character is 

searched for a match at each rising edge of RXC. In 

bi-sync mode, the second sync character is also com

pared after the first sync character match (two contig

uous sync characters should be received). 

When the detection of sync characters is completed, 

SYNDBD pin goes "H" and the KP51 exits the hunt 

mode. The SYNDBD pin is usually set in the center of 

the final bit of data. But if data contains a parity bit. it 

is set in the center of the parity bit. 

The detection of sync characters is performed at each 

specified character boundary even after the end of 

the hunt mode. 
In external sync detection, it is recognized as comple

tion of sync detection that the SYDTIN pin is "H" for 

more than one cycle of RXC, and then the KP51 exits 

the hunt mode. At this time the SYNDBD pin is set to 

"H" as in internal sync detection. 

In this external sync detection, the internal sync 

detection is not performed. 
In sync mode, data reception is performed regardless 

of whether transmit is enabled or disabled. As in 

async mode, detection of parity error is performed 

except in the hunt mode. 
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7.6 Status register 

This 8-bit register stores the status information on 

data transmission and reception. Readout of this reg-
The following is the bit assignment of the status reg

ister. It should be noted that the set conditions may be 
ister allows you to make polling operation. different from those of external pins in some status. 

07 D6 05 04 03 02 D1 DO 

I I 
DO TXRDY 

Set conditions are different from those of TXRDYPIN. 
Status = '1' when the internal Data Buffer is empty 
TXRDYPIN = "H" when the internal Data Buffer is empty, CTS_ = "L" and 

Command Register bit 0 (been)= '1' 
D1 RXRDY 

The same function as the RXRDY pin. 
D2 TXEMPTY 

The same function as the TXEMPTY pin. 
D3 PE 

Parity Error 
It gcies '1' when a parity error is detected in received data. 
It changes regardless of whether receive is enabled (Command Register bit 2 (rxen)= '1 ') or 
disabled (rxen= 'O'). 
In sync mode, it does not function in the hunt mode. 
It is cleared to 'O' by Error Clear command (Command Register bit4 (er)= '1 '). 

D4 OE 
Overrun Error 
It is :set to '1' when readout of data is delayed after its reception and the next data has already been 
received in receive enable state (rxen= '1 '). 
It is cleared to 'O' by an Error Clear command or Receive Disable command. 

D5 FE 
Framing Error 
It is set to '1' when 'O' is detected at stop bits in async mode. 
Sampling is made only in the center of the first stop bit regardless of stop bit length. 
It is cleared to 'O' by an Error Clear command. 

D6 SYBD 
Sync character and Break signal Detect 
It outputs the same value as the SYNDBD pin except that it does not change during status readout. 
In sync mode, it is set to '1' when a sync character is detected and it is cleared to 'O' by status read 
out 1regardless of whether external or internal sync detection. 
In async mode, it is set to '1' when more than two characters of'O' are received as break signal 
(RXD input= "L") after start bit has been detected, and it is cleared to 'O' by detection of RXD= "H" 

or the reset. 
D7 DSR 

Data Set Ready 
It is set to 'O' when DSR = "H" and set to '1' when DSR = "L". 
It is read in synchronization with CLK. -

* The content of Status Register is not updated during readout. 
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7.7 Precautions 

Initialization 
When performing initialization with a software reset 

command (setting the Command Register bit 6), be 

sure to write 'OOH' three times to the command regis

ter and then execute the software reset command. 

Execution of Enter Hunt command 
When setting the Receive Enable flag (setting the 

Command Register bit 2) and issuing an Enter Hunt 

command (setting the Command Register bit 7), be 

sure to execute an Error Clear command (set the 

Command Register bit 4) at the same time. 

~WATErSU 
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Data received after framing error 
Data received after framing error is not guaranteed. 

External sync detection 
In external sync detection, SYDTIN input is always 

recognized when RXC= "H". Therefore, when SYN

DBD signal and sync detect status (Status Register 

bit 6) are cleared by status read, SYNDBD signal and 

sync detect status are reset if SYDTIN signal is "H" at 

RXC="H". 
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Transmitter control and flag change timing (transmission In async mode) 

CTS_ 

TX EMPTY 

TXRDY 
(STATUS BIT) 

TXRDYPIN 

TXRDYPIN 
. 
~ . 

TXD~ 
: T46 : 
Id ... 
I~ ---1 . 
' center of the final bit 

. 
TXEMPTY ~ 

TXD j l L 
: ,. T47., • . - . . 

center of the final bit . /' 
~ + ,-':-----/~ /: 

' t ' 
: : ~ / • j 

----' -- : ~ , ... ~ t' : 
: \ : \ ' I < : f . ' . . I ) . : ! 1" : ,........ t1 \ & I , ' .l 

___ of I I' '• I \ ,. ' I I .. 

n-11--+-f~. \!' ·····;··" ~ l l 
\I • ,1' ,, I ~ I I IJ.1'1 •• ' ' t' 

~--'-• _,,•' . : I :_J - f 
A [O) • • • : : : ' 
(A[7:1] is assumedmJ ~ \ : D t f l \ i f 1 \ f ! !=.=J \!--.,.. _ _,_J __ 

have selected KPS 1) Wr : . Wr DATA I/fr DATA : Wt DATA : Wr DATA : : Wr CMD : 
txeri=1 ~HAR1 q.!AR2 : Cli!AR3 l CHAR4 l l SBRK l 

IOWR_ 

TXD 

' ' •.......... : : 
DATA DATA DATA ·•·· ... j_ DATA i 
CHAR1 CHAR2 CHAR3 l .. ··... CHAR4 

: -----: •...... t 
l"'Y"'1.,.,....1""V"""\~ ~r"'V"'T-"'\ ~l""V"""lrr-1 

PAR PAR PAR 

Example: character length 7 bits, parity bit, two stop bits 
(/) 0 

~~ 
:D )> 
-l co 
CJ -=i -l 

~ .,, 
co 
=i 

l 
I 
~ 
c: 



':-' ... ... 

Receiver control and flag change timing (reception in async mode) 

RXRDY ! }------

SYNDBD 

FRAMING ERROR 
(STATUS BIT) 

~! 
: T48: 
~ 

' · center of the first stop bit 
k f \~~~~ 
\ . . 
\ ; ~ 

\ I I -

\ . : : : 
\ f I I j 

OVER RUN ERROR \ / I : l : EAR Ast 
(STATUS Bin ; DATA OM1A1R2 : , : : 

\ (-..... • LOST • : l l ; 
RXRDY ~(\ ': I : \ : :/L_J : }___ 

.... 1.; • :1 i • 1 1 : ' 
._, J, f : : : I T ' : : 

A [OJ . _)-...--.---, --------/.{ :/ 1 j\ : I i i x i ! i I 0 [ 
(A(7:1] 1s assumed to Wr rxen-1 : : : , : : , • : • : 
have selected KP§!L: - : : : ! : Rd DATA Wr Ef!IR ~st : l : 
IOWR \_ j ; ; ; ' : V ' ; ; ; 1 ~ ~ 

- -- : : : : : : : : : 
: : : ! : l : : : Wr rxen=O Wr rxen=1 

_________ ___;,t ; : : : ; : .--__...: ___ ....;...: -------
~I ; :v : \:I I : :u : : : u : : 
I I I j I I 

: : ' : : : 
VHmHT-liH~MHT\lHIHHJ \ 012a4ss~o12a4ssP. ,~-----

IORD_ 

RXD 

DATA PAR DATA PAR DATA PAR BRAKE 

CHAR1 CHAR2 CHAR3 (/) 0 (/)(/) 0 (/) 

~ ?i -I~ ~ a 
~ ~ ~:o ~ "O 

OJ OJ-I OJ OJ OJ =i -OJ =i =i =i -t::::i 

Example: character length 7 bits, parity bit, two stop bits 

l 
I .... 
31 
c: 
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Transmitter control and flag change timing (transmission In sync mode) 

CTS_ 

TXEMPTY 

TX ADY 
(STATUS BIT) 

TXRDYPIN _____, 

A[O] __ 

(A(7:1] is assumed to 
have selected KP51) 

IOWR_ 

TXD 

Example: character length 5 bits, parity bit, two sync characters 

Wr COMMAN 

SBRK 

s 
I ... 
31 c 



";" .... 
(,) 

Receiver control and flag change timing (reception and Internal sync detection In sync mode) 

SYNDBD 

' i r--SYN DB D --+--1. 
' ' 

RXC H---\ 
___J i L_ 

~ '"'"-,....· .. _,__ ___ ____, 

SYBD(SB) 

: ..• ~) . . 
_____ ___,1 : \ fh__ 

• : • DATACHAA2 • : 
OVER AUN • • I I \ ' . 

: ! i 1 LOST : : . . . . . n : ri-:----""~,......, 
------------r.----1~ ' . ' ' ,'----~ . ' 

: ' :4 : : ., : • ~-.. •L-..;'-----
A (OJ -----,.---... ,-------------T-;-----.:,, \ : I ii ~ \1 µ WO i : 

ERAOA(SB 

AXA DY 

(A[71]' d t ' ' " • • • • • : ts assume o Wr EH : : : : : : : : WrlER~ Rd!S'('NC 
have selected KP51) rxen = 1 • : : : : • ' • Ast! : CHAR* 

~--------------~·-------r·--~·--__,fl : I I ~ 
IOWR_ V : ~dD4TA :: i : +dDATA V : : 

: CHAR!i ~fl STATUS : dHAR3 ~d f'TATUS IORD 

RXD 

~---------------------~:-----~:---, : !: : ! 

DON'T SYNC SYNC ! DATA ! DATA ! DATA ! SYNC SYNC 

CARE CHAR1 CHAR2 : CHAR1 : CHAR2 ! CHAR3 i CHAA1 CHAR2 

PAR PAR PAA PAR PAA 

,---- Start assembling received data 

RXC 1lfiJ11lnJUUlJl 
L Enter hunt mode 

Sync detect 

Example: character length 5 bits, parity bit, double sync characters 

PAR l 
I ... 
f;I 
c: 
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.la 

Receiver control and flag change timing (reception and external sync detection In sync mode) 

SYDTIN ,..-·~·.-------·------, n ... -----____ __,,__,_ . . ........... 

____ ........ {--Jh ) ~ 
SYNDBD 

OVER RUN \··t--t' / r-
ERROR(SB) : : : 

SYBD(SB) 

PIN : : I : \__ 
A [OJ : ! 4 1 4 

(A{7:1] is assumed to l.JJ : : :U..C: 
have selected KP51) : l i ; : 
IOWR_ 

IORD_ 

RXD 

____ WrE~ : ; : ! v ff , I J 

: Rd SThTUS : R~ DATA 
------:-,: ,--f----t--, :,--

~\:.I~ :LI 
: DATA i DATA i 

DON'T CARE i CHAR~ CHAF,12 

PAR PAR 

CHAR ASSY BEGINS 

' RXC JlflMfillilfiM. JUUUUl 
+ 

\ 
\ 

' , 
CLK 

RXC 

IOWR_ 

IORD_ 

~ 

SYNDBD . I I 

' ' .. ' . 
(A) ( B) 

. ' 
' ' 

(B)(A) 

SYNDBD is a signal obtained by sampling at CLK (A) 

AND (B), each of which is obtained by sampling 
at CLK the SYDTIN and the RXC respectively. 

Enter hunt mode ~ Sync detect status bit set 
Sync detect status bit set 

Example; character length 5 bits, parity bit 
1 
I ... a c 
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8. Timer/Counter A 

8.1 General description 

Timer/Counter A is a timer/counter block composed of two timer/counter macro cell KP64s. Two channels have 

the same structure, so one circuit is described in this chapter. This KP64 is a synchronous 16-bit programmable 

binary timer/counter designed for microcomputer. This macro cell consists of a down counter with four opera

tion modes (frequency divide mode, pulse width modulation (PWM) mode, pulse generation mode, pulse width/ 

frequency measurement mode), and its operation mode can be set by a mode control instruction from the CPU. 

A counter latch command enables count values to be held in internal register and later be read out. A status 

read command allows you to read out the set mode or status of OUT outputs. 

Features 

• Each channel contains a 16-bit down counter/timer, allowing four operation modes to be set and 

run. 

· Stable counter readout with no affects on the count operation 

• In addition to external clock (XCLK), system clock can be selected as counter clock. 

· Possible to read out the set mode and status of OUT outputs. 

• Two cascaded channels can function as a 32-bit counter (see Chapter 12). 

8.2 Pin description 

pin name 1/0 description 

XCLK I external counter clock input 
(Determines the count rate of a counter except when the 
system clock is selected as counter clock at mode setting.) 
Count operation is performed at the falling edge of the XCLK. 

GATE I gate input 
It specifies the count operation enable/disable for the counter, 
or gives a trigger signal. It inputs signals to be measured in the 
pulse width/frequency measurement mode. 

OUT 0 OUT output 
It provides frequency divided output, one shot output, strobe 
output, measurement complete output depending on the set 
mode. A reset signal makes this output "L" asynchronously with 
the counter clock. 

Note: The pins XCLK, GATE and OUT of channel 1 and channel Oare referred to as XCLK1, XCLKO, GATEA 1, 

GATEAO, OUTA1 and OUTAO respectively in external pins. 
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8.3 Block diagram 

The following are the block diagram of Timer/Counter A and 1/0 register mapping. OUTA 1 and 

OUTAO are connected to the built-in interrupt controller as well as external pins. 

Intern al Bus Bus __.. 
~ 

-- Interface -- -- Logic 

...... --• 
Control 

.... 
Word 
Register 

Figure 8-1. Timer/Counter A Block Diagram 

Data Bus (Via Bus Interface Logic) 

GATE 

Output Control Logic 

OUT 

OUT 

GATE 

XCLK 

Counter 
Unit 1 

OUT 

GATE 

XCLK 

Counter 
UnitO 

..... 
~ 

~ 

..... 

--
~ 

External Pins 

OUTA1 

GATEA1 

XCLK1 

OUTAO 

GATEAO 

XCLKO 

Figure 8-2. Block Diagram of Each Channel Counter Unit 
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Table 8·1. VO Register Mapping 

1/0 address Block Write cycle Read cycle 

28H Timer/Counter A channel 0 counter channel 0 counter 

29H channel 0 control word channel 0 status 

2AH channel 1 counter channel 1 counter 

2BH channel 1 control word channel 1 status 

8.4 Setting mode 

Mode is set by writing a control word into each channel. 

Frequency divide mode 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 

x x 0 0 0 

Pulse width modulation (PWM) mode 

D7 D6 D5 D4 03 

x x 0 0 

02 D1 DO 

x 

02 01 DO 

8-3 

COUNTCLK 
1 :system clock (CLI<) 
O:extemal clock (XCLK) 

PULSE 
1 :pulse output 
O:toggle output 

COUNTCLK 
1 :system clock (CLK) 
O:extemal clock (XCLK) 

PERIOD 
11 :(212+1) counter clock 
10:(210+1) counter clock 
01:(28+1) counter clock 
00:(26+1) counter clock 



Pulse mode 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

x x 0 
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COUNTCLK 
1 :system clock (CLI<) 
O:external clock (XCLK) 

REVERSE 
1 :reverse output 
O:not reverse output 

'-------TRIGGER 

Pulse width/frequency measurement mode 

D7 D6 D5 04 03 02 D1 DO 

~ x 0 

1 : hard trigger 
O:soft trigger 

STROBE 
1 :strobe output 
O:one shot output 

COUNTCLK 
1 :system clock (CLK) 
O:extemal clock (XCLK) 

FORWARD 
transfer from the counter to the CR register 
1 : rising edge of GA TE signal 
O:falling edge of GATE signal 

CLEAR 
clear the counter to FFFFH 
1 :rising edge of GATE signal 
O:falling edge of GATE signal 

REPEAT 
1 :continuous measurement 
O:once measurement 



8.5 Commands 

Counter latch command 
A counter latch command is executed by setting a 

control word to D[5:3]= "111 B" and D[1 :0]= "008", and 

holds count value of the counter in OR register. This 

count value is held until a next counter latch com

mand is executed. Stored count value can be 

checked by executing two continuous read opera

tions at A=28H or 2AH. 

Read/write sequence clear command 
Two write operations or two read operations are made 

to set the initial count value to the counter or read out 

data from the counter. But when for some reason you 

don't know whether higher bits or lower bits are read 

out, a read/write sequence clear command is useful. 

When a read/write sequence command is executed 

by setting a control word to D[5:3]= "111 B" and a 

sequence clear bit to D[1]=1, a read sequence to read 

out data from the register within the counter and a 

write sequence to write count value to the counter can 

be cleared. 

Flag clear command 
When a flag clear command is executed by setting a 

control word to D(5:3]== "111 B" and a flag clear bit to 

D[0]=1, a trigger accept flag in the pulse mode and a 

measurement complete flag (status D7) in the pulse 

width/frequency measurement mode can be cleared. 

D7 D6 D5 D4 03 D2 

[xJxI1l1l1lxJ 

Note: When D[1 :O]=OOB. 
it is recognized as a 
counter latch command. 

D1 DO 

l J 
LFLAG 

1:clearflag 
O:not clear flag 

'-----R!WSEQUENCE 
1 :clear sequence 
O: not clear sequence 
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8.6 Setting an Initial count value to the counter 

Although the counter is a 16-bit down counter, a bus 

to set data is 8-bit wide, so data should be written 

twice for lower byte and higher byte. The continuous 

two write operations are valid right after the reset. 

mode setting or read/write sequence command. 

First write operation: 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

11161514131211 lol 
(Numbers indicate data bits.) 

Second write operation: 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

1 s I 14 I 13 I 12 I 11 I 1 o I 9 I s I 
(Numbers indicate data bits.) 

8.7 Counter readout 

Counter readout can be performed only by the contin

uous two write operations right after a counter latch 

command. Counter values are once held in a register 

within the Timer/Counter A by a counter latch com

mand, and then read out. Once held count values are 

kept until a next counter latch command is executed 

or readout is completed (see a readout example 

below). 

First readout operation: 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

l 1 1 6 l 5 l 4 l 3 1 2 l 1 l 0 I 
(Numbers indicate data brts.) 

Second readout operation: 

D7 D6 D5 04 D3 D2 D1 DO 

15 14 I 13 I 12 I 11 I 10 I 9 I s I 
(Numbers indicate data btts.) 
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8.8 Status readout 

Status information is obtained by reading out the status register. The format of the 

status register is as follows. 

07 

l l 
06 05 D4 03 02 01 DO 

----c::::Pulse width/frequency measurement mOde: "O" 
Other modes : OUT output 

1
Pulse mode : trigger accepted "1" 

trigger not accepted "O" 
Pulse width/frequency measurement mOde: measurement completed "1" 

measurement not completed "O" 
Other modes: "O" 

Readout example 

Pulse width/frequency measurement mode 

CR register <- count value ~ measurement completed 

Read lower bits of CR register 

Counter latch command 

Read Count value at CD (lower bits) 

Read ~ Count value at CD (higher bits) 

Read ~ Lower bits of CR register 

Read ~ Higher bits of CR register 

8-6 
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8.9 Operation modes goes "L". 

The count operation is started by loading the initial 

Frequency divide mode count value, and the following sequence is repeated; 

load of initial count value, its decrement, load of the 
In the frequency divide mode, the initial count value is initial count value's complement, its decrement, and 

loaded and decremented. When the counter reaches load of initial count value. It has a GATE function as in 

"O", the OUT output changes and the reload and dee- the frequency divide mode. Reload is performed not 

rement of the initial count value is repeated. When the by writing the initial value during count, but only when 
mode is set, the CR register (a register for writing the the counter reaches "O". 

initial count value) and the counter value are set to Be sure that the GATE input pulse width of both "H" 

"FFFFH", and the OUT pin outputs "L". A toggle or and "L" is more than two cycles of system clock. 
pulse can be selected for its output, which can be 

used for interrupt. 

The count operation is started by loading the initial 

count value, and has a GATE function (GATE input 

level "H"= count enable, GATE input level "L"= count 

disable). 

For OUT output, whether a toggle output whose sig

nal is reversed whenever the counter reaches "O" or a 

pulse output which outputs a pulse of one counter 

clock width whenever the counter reaches"O" can be 

selected at the mode s~~tting. Reload is performed not 

by writing the initial value during count, but only when 

the counter reaches "O". 

Be sure that the GATE input pulse width of both "H" 

and "L" is more than two cycles of system clock. 

Pulse width modulation (PWM) mode 

In the pulse width modulation mode, a repetitive 

pulse, which has the width (duration of "H") set by the 

initial count value and the frequency selected from 

four frequencies, is generated. 

Selectable pulse frequencies are (2"+ 1: n=6, 8, 10, 

12) times the counter clock, and the pulse width is a 

time from when the initial count value is loaded and 

decremented to when the counter reaches "O", i.e. 

(initial count value + 1 ). 

When the mode is set, CR register is set to "FFFFH", 

Pulse mode 

In the pulse mode, an initialized count value is loaded 

and decremented. When the counter reaches "O", the 

OUT output changes and the count operation is 

stopped until a retrigger is generated. 

As for count trigger, either a soft trigger to use the set

ting of initial count value as a trigger for count start, or 

a hard trigger to use the rising edge of signal input to 

the GATE pin as a trigger for count start, can be 

selected at the mode setting. As for OUT output, a 

one shot output whose signal is "L" during load and 

count, and goes "H" when the counter reaches "O", a 

strobe output which outputs a pulse of one counter 

clock width when the counter reaches "O", or a mode 

in which the polarity of OUT output is reversed, can be 

selected. 

When the mode is set, the CR register and counter 

value are set to "FFFFH", and the OUT signal goes 

"H" or "L" when the output reverse is disabled or 

enabled respectively. The count operation is started 

by acceptance of a trigger and sets the trigger accep

tance flag to "1". When the counter reaches "O", the 

OUT output changes, and the counter is cleared to 

"FFFFH" and stopped. When a new initial count value 

is written, the CR register is immediately set to the 

new value. 
a value determined by the selected mode (2"-1: n=6, When the soft trigger is selected, a new value is writ-

8, 1 o, 12) is read to the counter, and the OUT signal ten to the counter at the next counter clock and the 
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count operation continues (retrigger is possible during 

count). At this time the GATE functions as count 

enable. When the hard trigger is selected, a new 

value is written to the counter at the first counter clock 

after a retrigger i:s made, and the count operation con

tinues (retrigger is possible during counting). 

When a retrigger is generated, wait for more than one 

cycle of counter clock after a previous trigger. When 

the soft trigger is selected, be sure that the GATE 

input pulse width of both "H" and "L" is more than two 

cycles of system clock. 

Pulse width/frequency measurement mode 

In this mode, the~ pulse width and frequency of GATE 

input signal is measured, and after measurement a 

pulse of one system clock cycle is output to the OUT 

pin. 

As signals to be measured, the four patterns of GATE 

input signal can be set; from the rising edge to the ris

ing edge or to the falling edge, and from the falling 

edge to the rising edge or to the falling edge. Once 

measurement or continuous measurement can be 

selected at the rnode setting. When the mode is set, 

the CR register and counter value are set to "FFFFH". 

The continuous measurement from the rising edge to 

the rising edge c1f input signal is described below. 

When a rising eclge of input signal is recognized at the 

GATE pin, the count value's complement is sent to the 

CR register, the counter is cleared to "FFFFH", and 

then the count operation starts at the next counter 

clock. However, a pulse is not output to the OUT pin 

at the first transfer to the CR register. 

When a rising edge of the next input signal is recog

nized, the count value's complement is sent again to 

the CR register, the counter is cleared to "FFFFH", 

and a "H" pulse of one system clock cycle is output to 

the OUT pin to set the measurement complete flag to 

"1". The count operation continues. Therefore, the 

pulse frequency can be checked by readout of the 

value in the CR register. 
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In the pulse width/frequency measurement mode, the 

CR register functions as buffer register. In the case of 

once measurement, the measurement operations 

from start to stop are the same as those in the contin

uous measurement, but after measurement the 

counter holds the last count value and stops. 

Be sure that the period from the rising edge to the fall

ing edge or from the falling edge to the rising edge of 

the GATE input signal is more than two cycles of sys

tem clock. 
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8.10 Counter operation by GATE Input in each mode 

Mode GATE input/counter operation 

"L" or falling edge Rising edge UH" 

Frequency divide Count stop (hold) ----- Count 

Pulse width modulation (PWM) Count stop (hold} ----- Count 

Pulse: soft trigger Count stop (hold) ----- Count 

: hard trigger Count wait (continue) Count start -----
Pulse width/frequency measurement Input of waveform to be measured (see "Pulse width/ 

frequency measurement mode") 

8.11 Reset 

Reset is performed by RESET_= "L" and affects the following features. 

(1 )Stops the operation of counter. The counter is kept in stop state even after clearing the reset. 

(2)Clears a read sequence in readout of register within the counter and a write sequence in write of initial count 

value. 

(3)Clears the CR register within the counter and the counter register to "FFFFH". 

(4)Clears the register for readout of count value to "FFFFH". 

(S)Enters the fre~quency divide mode (system clock synchronous, toggle output}, sets the OUT output to "L", 

and holds the value after clearing the reset until the mode is set. 

8.12 Precautions 

Maximum/minimum value of initial count value 

The following is the maximum/minimum values of initial count value. 

Mode Minimum value Maximum value 

Frequency divide 0001H FFFFH 

Pulse width modulation (PWM)* 0001H OFFFH 

Pulse 0001H FFFFH 

Pulse width/fn~quency measurement Unable to set Unable to set 

*Valid values are~ dependent on the PERIOD of mode setting, and a valid bit width is any of lower 6, 8, 10 or 

12. 

Definitions of terms 

Hard trigger: the rising edge of GATE input is recognized as trigger. 

Soft trigger: the completion of initial count value write (two byte write) is recognized as trigger. 
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Timer/Counter B 

9.1 General description 
The KL5C80A 12's Timer/Counter B is a three-channel version of KP63(16-bit high-performance timer/counter 

macro cell). The KP63 is asynchronous 16-bit programmable binary timer/counter with 8-bit prescaler 

designed for KC80 microcomputer. This macro cell consists of three down counters with three operation 

modes (pulse width modulation (PWM) mode, pulse generation mode and watchdog timer mode), and its oper

ation can be set by a mode control word from the CPU. Count values can be read out from the bus. A status 

read command allows you to read out the set mode or status of OUT outputs. 

Note The KP63 is essentially composed of four channels, and the KL5C80A12's Timer/Counter Bis its 

three channel version. The four-channel structure is described in this chapter, but be sure not to use 

the channel 3. 

Features 

• Built-in 8-btt prescaler 

· Built-in three 16-bit down counters, each of which enables three operation modes to be set and run 

• Stable counter readout with no affects on count operation 

• Set mode and status of OUT outputs can be read out. 

9.2 Pin description 

pin name 1/0 description 

GATE[3:0] I GATE input 
It specifies the count operation enable/disable for the counter 
of each channel. 

OUTP[3:0] 0 pulse OUT output 
It provides frequency divided output or PWM output depending 
on the set mode. A reset signal makes this output "L" 
asynchronously with system clock. 

OUTS{3:0) 0 strobe OUT output 
It outputs a strobe signal of four system clock width. 

SYNC 0 Sync signal output 
It outputs a signal of divide-by-4 system clock frequency. 
GATE[3:0] are sampled at the rising edge of this signal. 

Note: The pins GATE, OUTP and OUTS of each channel are referred to as GATEB2, GATEB1, GATEBO, 

OUTP2, OUTP1, OUT PO, OUTS2, OUTS1 and OUTPO respectively in external pins. Be sure to check external 

pin names in block diagram before using them. 
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9.3 Block diagram 

The following are the block diagram of Timer/Counter B and 1/0 register mapping. 

Each of OUTS outputs is connected to the built in interrupt controller as well as external pins. 

al Bus Bus -- .... 
-- ...... Interface OUTP[O -- --

Intern 

Logic ..... OUTS[O 

GATE[O] -. 
_.. 

Counter #0 

_... 

OUTP[1 
Control 

OUTS[1 Word 
Register GATE[1] ~ 

Counter #1 

..... 
Counter Clocks 

OUTP[2] ...... Prescaler CLK 
..... OUTS[2] 

i GATE[2] ~ 
...... .. To Other Blocks ..... 

Counter #2 

... ... ........ ............................................... , .... 

~ 

OUTP[3 
_... OUTS[3 

GATE[3] 
~ 

Counter #3 

· · · · ·this· ctii? Cioes · rioi ·c:ariiciins · · · · · · · 
channel 3. 

Figure 9-1. Timer/Counter B Block Diagram 
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External Pins 

OUTBPO 

OUTBSO 

GATEBO 

OUTBP1 

GATEB1 

OUTBP2 

OUTBS2 

GATEB2 

.............. 

............... 

...... ..... SYNC 
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Table 9-1.1/0 Register Mapping 

1/0 address Block Write cycle Read cycle 

20H Timer/Counter B channel O counter channel O counter 

21H channel O control word channel O status 

22H channel 1 counter channel 1 counter 

23H channel 1 control word channel 1 status 

24H channel 2 counter channel 2 counter 

25H channel 2 control word channel 2 status 

26H reserved for Kawasaki Steel Corp. reserved for Kawasaki Steel Corp. 

27H reserved for Kawasaki Steel Corp. reserved for Kawasaki Steel Corp. 

< 

Counter Clock 
from Prescaler -------, 

GATE[n] 

Output Control Logic 

OUTP[n] OUTS[n] 

Figure 9-2. Block Diagram of Each Channel Counter Unit 
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9.4 Setting mode 

Mode is set by writing a control word into each channel. 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO 

[ x I x 1 x I 1 I ] I J 
1 1 COUNTCLK 
Sets the frequency division rate of prescaler. 
11 :114 system clock frequency (GATE effective) 
10:114 system clock frequency (GATE neglected) 
01 :1/16 system clock frequency (GATE neglected) 
00:1/256 system clock frequency (GATE neglected) 

COUNT MODE 
11:PWM mode 
10:WDTmode 
01 :continuous count mode 
OO:one shot count mode 

TOGGLE 
1 :Set the initial OUTP output to "H". 
O:Set the initial OUTP output to "L". 

The prescaler is shared by all channels, 
but its frequency division rate can be set 
for each channel. 



9.5 Setting an initial c:ount value to the counter 

Although the counter is a 16-bit down counter, a data 

bus is 8 bit wide, so data is written twice for lower byte 

and higher byte. However, the TMP register is shared 

for write and read operations, so written data is 

destroyed if the count1~r is readout before data write 

has not been complete~d. 

Lower byte: 

D7 06 D5 D4 03 D2 D1 DO 

(Numbers indicate data brts.) 

Higher byte: 

D7 D6 D5 D4 [)3 D2 D1 DO 

115 114 113 j 12 I 11 I 10 I 9 I s I 
(Numbers indicate data bits.) 

9.6 Counter readout 

Counter readout is performed by accessing the 

address of each counter. Data is read out twice by 8 

bits in the order of lower byte and higher byte. A 

higher byte is read out via the TMP register. As the 

content of TM P register is copied from the higher byte 

of the counter when the lower byte is read out, the 

value in the TMP register would not change if a value 

in the counter changes during two read cycles. How

ever, the TMP register is shared for write and read 

operations, so read data is destroyed if the counter is 

written before data read has not been completed. 

Lower byte: 

D7 D6 D5 D4 [>3 D2 D1 DO 

17161514l:i1211 lol 

(Numbers indicate data bits.) 

Higher byte: 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

\ 15 \ 14 \ 13 j 12 j 11 j 10 1 9 I s I 
(Numbers indicate data brts.) 
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9. 7 Status readout 

Status register is provided for each channel. The for

mat of the status register is as fellows. 

D7 06 D5 04 D3 D2 01 DO 

I Io Io I I I I I J 
I I I I I 

Latest value writtE>n by 
D[4) to D[O) at the mode setting. 

OUTP output 

Readout of status clears a read/write sequence (see 
the example below). Therefore, reading out status be
fore setting the initial count value or reading out the 
counter prevents writing value erroneously. 

Example: 

Setting the initial count value] CD 

Readout of status J ~ ..____-~--- VY 

Setting the initial count value (lower byte) 

Setting the initial count value (higher byte) 

CD may be higher or lower byte. 
@ clears a read/write sequence. 



9.8 Operation modes 

The following is the description for each operation 

mode with TOGGLE bit "O". 

Continuous count mode 

In the continuous count mode, the initial count value 

is loaded and decremented. When the counter 

reaches "O", the OUTP and OUTS outputs change 

and the reload and decrement of the initial count 

value is repeated. 

When the mode is set, the OUTP and OUTS pins out

put "L". The count operation is started by loading the 

initial count value, and the OUTP pin outputs "H". 
Whenever the counter reaches"O", the OUTP output 

toggles and the OUTS pin outputs "H" of four system 

clock width. 

Reload is performed not by writing the initial value 

during count, but only when the counter reaches "O". 

One shot count mode 

In the one shot mode, the initial count value is loaded 

and decremented. When the counter reaches "O", the 

OUTP and OUTS outputs change and the count oper

ation stops until the initial count value is set again. 

When the mode is set, the OUTP and OUTS pins out

put "L". The count operation is started by setting the 

initial count value, and the OUTP pin outputs "H" until 

the counter reaches "O". When the counter reaches 

"O", the OUTS pin outputs "H" of four system clock 

width. 

Reload is performed by setting the initial count value. 

Watch dog timer (WOT) mode 

In the watch dog timer mode, the initial count value 

cannot be written to the CR register. Write operation 

to the CR register is recognized as a count start or 

retrigger. 

When the mode is set, the counter stops its operation 

and the OUTP and OUTS pins output "L". The count 
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operation is started by the write operation to the CR 

register (regardless of the data value at the write 

operation; one write operation) which causes data to 

be loaded from the CR register, and the OUTP pin 

outputs "H". 

The write operation to the CR register during count 

causes data to be loaded from the CR register again, 

and the countdown is performed. 

When the counter reaches "O", the OUTP pin outputs 

"L" and the OUTS pin outputs "H" of four system clock 

width, and then the count operation stops until the 

write operation to the CR register is performed. 

In mode setting, the CR register is not initialized. Per

form the following procedures to set the CR register 

to the initial count value. Set to the one shot count 

mode, set the CR register to the initial count value, 

and then return to the WDT mode. Perform the write 

operation to the CR register, which causes the value 

set in the CR register to be loaded and starts count

down. 

The write operation to the CR register during count 

causes data to be loaded from the CR register again, 

and the countdown is performed. 

These procedures allows any initial count value to be 

set in the WDT mode. When this timer/counter is used 

as watch dog timer, it is required not only to set this 

mode but also to connect the OUTS or OUTP output 

to the KC82 NMI_ input externally. 

Pulse width modulation (PWM) mode 

In the pulse width modulation mode, a repetitive pulse 

with the pulse width and frequency set by the initial 

count value is output at the OUTP pin. 

The pulse width is set by the higher byte of CR regis

ter, and the pulse frequency set by its lower byte. In 

the first place, how to set pulse frequency is 

described. 

The pulse frequency is a time from the lower byte of 

CR register loaded in the counter is decremented 

independently of the higher byte until its count value 

becomes "O". That is, it denotes the time of (set value 



by the first write to the CR register+ 1). 

On the other hand, the pulse width is a time from the 

higher byte of CR register loaded in the counter is 

decremented independently of the lower byte until its 

count value becomes "O". That is, it denotes the time 

of (set value by the second write to the CR register + 

1 ). 

As both higher and lower bytes are simultaneously 

counted down independently, any desired pulse can 

be obtained from the OUTP pin. 

When the mode is set, the counter stops and the 

OUTP and OUTS pins output "L". When both higher 

and lower bytes are set to initial count values and they 

are loaded, the count operation starts and the count

downs of higher and lower bytes are performed inde

pendently. But if the pulse width is greater than or 

equal to the pulse frequency, the OUTP is always "H". 

Reload is performed not by writing the initial value 

during count, but only when the lower byte becomes 

(Ex. divide-by-4 frequency, initial count value=0308H) 

Pulse width: 4(= 3 + ·1) x 4 = 16 system clocks 

Pulse frequency: 9(= 8 + 1) x 4 = 36 system clocks 

9.9 OUTP and OUTS outputs 

The following is the description for each operation 

mode with TOGGLE bit "O". 

When the count value becomes "O" {the lower byte 

becomes "O" at PWM mode), the OUTS pin outputs 

"H" of four system clock width. So the OUTS output 

can be used for an interrupt to the CPU. 

The OUTP output is a :signal which can be reversed 

by the mode setting. In the continuous mode, it tog

gles whenever the count value becomes "O". In the 

one shot mode and the WOT mode, it always outputs 

"H" during count, and it outputs "L" when the count 

value becomes "O". In the PWM mode, it outputs sig

nals with desired pulse width and frequency. There

fore, the OUTP output can be used for obtaining 

various pulse signals. 
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9.1 O Operations 

In this section, the operations Of Timer/Counter B are 

described referring to the figures. 

Countdown timing and SYNC signal (Figure 9-3-A) 

Timer/Counter B outputs SYNC signal as synchroniz

ing signal for countdown timing. Figure 9-3-A shows 

the case in which all channels are set to divide-by-4 

frequency without GATE function. 

As shown in the Figure, the countdown of the counter 

channel 1 (hereinafter referred to as CH1) is made at 

the falling edge of the system clock by one system 

clock behind CHO. Similarly, CH2 and CH3 are 

delayed respectively by two and three system clocks 

behind CHO. 

SYNC signal is fundamentally a signal of divide-by-4 

system clock frequency, and its relationship with the 

system clock is shown in Figure 9-3-A 

Countdown timing at each selected counter clock 

(Figure 9-3-B) 

Figure 9-3-B shows the case in which CHO and CH1 

are set to counter clock of divide-by-4 frequency with

out GATE function, CH2 to that of divide-by-16 fre

quency, and CH3 to that of divide-by-256 frequency. 

In CHO and CH1, the times from 1 to ·1 · and from 2 to 

2' are four system clocks, the time from 3 to 3' is 16 

system clocks, and the time from 4 to 4' is 256 system 

clocks. 

Sampling timing of GATE signal (Figure 9-3-C) 

Figure 9-3-C shows the case in which all channels are 

set to divide-by-4 frequency with GATE function. 

GATE signal sampling is made at every four system 

clocks (at the upper arrows of CLK in Figure; the rising 

edge of SYNC signal) simultaneously for all channels. 

Therefore, the polarity of the GATE si~1nal sampled at 

this time determines whether the countdown is made 

or not at the next timing. GATE function can be used 



only at the divide-by-4 frequency rate. 

Countdown timing and control word write cycle 
(Figures 9-4 to 9-7) 

Figures 9-4, 9-5, 9-6 and 9-7 show the relationships 

between countdown timings and control word write 

cycles for CHO, CH1, CH2 and CH3 respectively. 

The left half of each figure shows the longest time until 

the mode setting by control word write cycle is 

reflected, i.e., the longest time until the OUTP and 

OUTS signals are initialized. 

The right half of each figure shows the shortest time. 

Countdown timing and count value write cycle 
(Figures 9-8 to 9-11) 

Figures 9-8, 9-9, 9-10 and 9-11 show the relationships 

between countdown timings and count value write 

cycles for CHO, CH1, CH2 and CH3 respectively in the 

continuous count mode and PWM mode. 

The left half of each figure shows the longest time until 

the higher count value setting is reflected in the 

counter, while the right half shows the shortest time. 

Operations in the continuous count mode 

(Figure 9-12) 

The Figure 9-12 shows CHO in the continuous count 

mode in which divide-by-4 frequency without GATE 

function and with TOGGLE bit "0". 

When the mode is set, the OUTP and OUTS signals 

are initialized at the next countdown timing and go "L''. 

When the lower count value "02H" and the higher 

count value "OOH" are written, 0002H is loaded to the 

counter at the next countdown timing, causing the 

countdown to start and the OUTP output to toggle. 

If the initial count value (FOABH) is reset during count, 

Le.between 1 and 2 in the Figure, the count value is 

set to FOABH at the next countdown timing after the 

counter reaches "O", i.e. at the point 2 in the Figure. 

At the same time the OUTP output toggles and a pulse 

of four system clock width is output at the OUTS pin. 
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Operations in the one shot count mode 
(Figure 9-13) 

The Figure 9-13 shows CHO in the one shot count 

mode in which divide-by-4 frequency without GATE 

function and with TOGGLE bit "O". 

When the mode is set, the OUTP and OUTS signals 

are initialized at the next countdown timing and go "L". 

When the lower count value "02H" and the higher 

count value "OOH" are written, 0002H is loaded to the 

counter at the next countdown timing, causing the 

countdown to start and the OUTP output to go "H". 

If the initial count value (0003H) is reset during count, 

Le.between 1 and 2 in the Figure, a retrigger is gen

erated at the next countdown timing (at 2 in the Fig

ure) and the countdown continues from this initial 

count value. When the initial count value is not reset 

between 2 and 3, and the counter reaches "O"(at 3 in 

the Figure), it is cleared to "FFFFH" and the count

down stops. The OUTP output goes "L" and the 

OUTS pin outputs "H" of four system clock width. 

When the reset of initial count value (ABCDH) is rec

ognized at the timing from the count value "O" to 

"FFFFH" as at the point 1,it is recognized as a retrig

ger and both OUTP and OUTS signals do not change. 

Operations in the watch dog timer (WOT) mode 
(figure 9-14) 

The Figure 9-14 shows CHO in the watch dog timer 

(WOT) mode in which divide-by-4 frequency without 

GATE function and with TOGGLE bit "1 ". 

In the WDT mode, the write operation of initial count 

value (write to the CR register) is recognized as a 

retrigger and the value of the initial count value regis

ter does not change. To set the initial count value reg

ister to a desired value, set the one shot count mode 

to write a desired value to the CR register, and then 

set the WOT mode. 

The basic operations of the WOT mode are similar to 

those of the one shot count mode. Please refer to the 

Figure 9-14. At first, when the one shot count mode is 



set, the OUTP output goes "H" and the OUTS output 

goes "L" at the next countdown timing. When the 

lower count value "03H" and the higher count value 

"OOH" are written, 0003H is loaded to the counter at 

the next countdown timing, causing the countdown to 

start and the OUTP output to go "L". 

Then, if the WDT mode is set (at 1 in the Figure), the 

OUTP output goes "H" at the next countdown timing 

and the counter has stopped at this moment. When 

the write operation of count value (any data) is made 

once,"0003H" in the CR register is loaded to the 

counter at the next countdown timing, causing the 

countdown to start for the first time in the WDT mode 

and the OUTP output 1to go "L" (at 2 in the Figure). 

When the count write operation (any data) is made 

during count, i.e. between 2 and 3 in the Figure, it is 

recognized as a retriQ!~er and "0003H" is reloaded at 

the next countdown timing (at 3 in the Figure). Then 

the countdown starts again. When the count value 

becomes "O", the OUT:S pin outputs "H" of four system 

clock width, the OUTP pin outputs "H", the count 

value is cleared to "FFFFH" and the counter stops (at 

4 in the Figure). 

Then, if the write operation of count value (any data) 

is made once, "0003H" is loaded to the counter at the 

next countdown timing, causing the countdown to 

restart. 

Although the OUTP output makes unnecessary 

change for the WDT mode when the one shot count 

mode is set, the OUTS pin does not output pulses 

until the count value b1ecomes "O". 

For more details refe,r to the separate Application 

Note. 

Operations In the pulse width modulation (PWM) 

mode (Figure 9-15) 

The Figure 9-15 shows CHO in the pulse width modu

lation (PWM)mode in which divide-by-4 frequency 

without GATE function and with TOGGLE bit "O". 

The basic operations of the PWM mode are similar to 

those of the continuous count mode. When the mode 
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is set, the OUTP and OUTS signals are initialized at 

the next countdown timing and go "L". When the lower 

count value (pulse frequency data) "03H" and the 

higher count value (pulse width data) "01 H" are writ

ten, 0103H is loaded to the counter at the next count

down timing, causing the countdown to start and the 

OUTP output to toggle. 

As shown in the Figure, the countdowns of the higher 

and lower bytes are made independent and simulta

neously. When the higher byte count becomes "O". the 

OUTP output toggles. One countdown operation is 

from 1 to 2, i.e., from the load of initial count value to 

when the lower count value becomes "O". 

Between 1 and 2 the OUTP pin outputs a pulse with 

(1+1 )/fc=2/fc of width and (3+ 1 )/fc=4/fc of frequency 

(fc: countdown frequency). The OUTS pin outputs a 

pulse of four system clock width at 2. 

If the initial count value (0204H) is reset during count, 

"0204H" is loaded to the counter at the next count

down timing after the lower count value becomes "O", 

i.e. at 2 in the Figure. 

If the higher byte is greater than or equal to the lower 

byte, the OUTP pin always outputs "H" as shown 

between 3 and 4. At the next countdown timing after 

the lower byte becomes "O" (at 4 in the Figure), the ini

tial count value "0505H" is loaded to the counter and 

the countdown is performed continuously again. 

As described above, any frequency c:an be selected 

in the PWM mode of the Timer/Count•er 8. 



Figure 9-3-A. Countdown timing (no GATE function, dlvlde-by-4 frequency) and SYNC signal 
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Figure 9-3-C. Sampling timing of GATE slgnal (GATE function, divlde-by-4 frequency) 
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Figure 9-4. Countdown timing and control word write cycle (#0) 
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Figure 9-5. Countdown timing and control word write cycle (#1) 
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Figure 9-6. Countdown timing and control word write cycle (#2) 
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Figure 9-7. Countdown timing and control word write cycle (#3) 
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Figure 9-8. Countdown timing and count value write cycle (#0) 
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Figure 9-9. Countdown timing and count value write cycle (#1) 
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Figure 9-10. Countdown timing and count value write cycle (#2) 
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Figure 9-11. Countdown timing and count value write cycle (#3) 
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Figure 9-12. Continuous count mode (no GATE function, dlvlde-by-4 frequency, TOGGLE bit "O") 
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Figure 9-13. One shot count mode (no GATE function, dlvlde-by-4 frequency, TOGGLE bit "O") 
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Figure 9-14. WOT mode (no GATE function, dlvlde-by-4 frequency, TOGGLE bit "1") 
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Figure 9-15. PWM mode (no GATE function, dlvlde-by-4 frequency, TOGGLE bit "O") 
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9.11 Reset 

Reset is performed by RESET_= "L" and affects the 

following features. 

(1 )Stops the operation of counter. The counter is kept 

in stop state Eiven after clearing the reset. 

(2)Clears a read sequence in readout of register 

within the counter and a write sequence in write of 

initial count value. 

(3)Clears the CR register within the counter and the 

counter register to "FFFFH". 

(4)Enters the onH shot count mode (divide-by-256 fre

quency counter clock, TOGGLE bit "O"), sets the 

OUTP and OUTS outputs to "L", and holds the 

value after clearing the reset until the mode is set. 

9.12 Precautions 

Maximum/minimum value of initial count value 

The following is the maximum/minimum values of initial count value. 

Mode Minimum value Maximum value 

Continuous count 0001H FFFFH 

One shot count 0001H FFFFH 

Pulse width modulation High order: 01 H High order: FFH 

(PWM) Low order: 01 H Low order: FFH 

Watch dog timer unable to set* Unable to set* 

(WOT) 

*When it is set again and used in the WOT mode after it has been set 

to other mode, it operates according to the conditions of the mode in 

which the initial count value was set. 
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10. Parallel Port A 

The parallel port A in the chip is KP65 macro cell. KP65 is the parallel port macro cell for KC80/KC82 ASIC 

microcontroller. It has 16 ports. Each port can be set as input or output one by one by program. Parallel port B 

in the chip is KP66 parallel port macro cell. See chapter 11 for parallel port B. The difference between parallel 

A and B is below here. 

Features 

KP65 

· The number of ports: 16 

• Input/output setting: by each port 

KP66 

· The number of ports: 24 

· Input/output setting: by each four ports 

• Set/reset command available 

10.1 Block Diagram 

The KP65 block diagram and 1/0 register mapping is 

shown below. 

Internal Bus 

1/0 address 

2CH 

2DH 

2tH 

2FH 

Bus 
Interface 
Logic 

Block 

Parallel port A 

Direction 
Control 
Register 

1/0 Register Mapping 

Write cycle 

Port 0 

Port 0 Direction Control Register 

Port 1 

Port 1 Direction Control Register 

10-1 

Port 0 

Port 1 

Read cycle 

Port 0 

Port O Direction Control Register 

Port 1 

Port 1 Direction Control Register 
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10.2 Input/output Settings of Ports 

Input/output settings for ports is done by 1/0 write to Port Direction Control Register. 

Port Direction Control Registers 

KP65 has two eight bit Port Direction Control Registers (110 address= 2DH, 2FH). Each bit of these registers 

controls input/output direction of each port. 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

[I I I I I I I J 
L_ 

10-2 

A[7:0]= 2DH: Port 0 Direction Control Register 

2FH: Port 1 Direction Control Register 

PnEN[O] 
1 : Set bit O of port n as output 
o: Set bit O of port n as input 

PnEN[1] 
1 : Set bit 1 of port n as output 
O: Set bit 1 of port n as input 

PnEN[2] 
1 : Set bit 2 of port n as output 
O: Set bit 2 of port n as input 

PnEN[3] 
1 : Set bit 3 of port n as output 
o: Set bit 3 of port n as input 

PnEN[4] 
1 : Set bit 4 of port n as output 
O: Set bit 4 of port n as input 

PnEN[5] 
1 : Set bit 5 of port n as output 
o: Set bit 5 of port n as input 

PnEN[6] 
1 : Set bit 6 of port n as output 
O: Set bit 6 of port n as input 

PnEN[7] 
1 : Set bit 7 of port n as output 
o: Set bit 7 of port n as input 

n=O (at A[1]=0) 
n=1 (at A[1]=1) 



10.3 Input and Output Operation 

Input Operation 

The data input from thEi ports set as input ports are 

read from the data bus. 

Output Operation 

The data written into the port register are output from 

the ports set as outputs. 

10.4 Reset 

On reset, the registers below here are initialized. 

Port 0 

Port 1 

Port 0 

Port 1 

register 

register 

Direction Control Register 

Direction Control Register 

10.5 Precaution 

reset 

reset 

reset 

reset 

The port multiplexed with other signal must be set as 

an input port when the pin is not used as the port. 
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11. Parallel Port B 

The parallel port B is KP66 macro cell. KP66 can be used as the parallel port macro cell for KC80/KC82 ASIC 

microcontroller. It has 24 ports. Each upper or lower 4 ports can be set as input or output as a group by 

software. Parallel port A is KP65 parallel port macro cell. See chapter 10 for parallel port A. The difference 

between parallel A and Bis below here. 

Features: 

KP66 

·The number of ports: 24 

·lnputJoutput setting unit: by each four ports 

·Set/reset command available 

KP65 

·The number of ports: 16 

·Input/output setting unit: by each port 

11.1 Block Diagram 

The KP66 block diagram and 1/0 register mapping is 

shown below. 

9 Bus 

Internal Bus -ln-te_rf_a-ce__. 
·-Logic 

Direction 
Control 
Register 
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Port 2 
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1/0 Register Mapping 

1/0 address Block Write cycle Read cycle 

30H Parallel port B Porto Port 0 

31H Port 1 Port 1 

32H Port2 Port 2 

33H Control Commands Direction Control Register 

11.2 Control Commands 

Input/output direction of each port is set by control commands (1/0 address= 33H). The upper 2 bits determine 

which command to be issued. 

Port Direction Control Command (Direction Control Register) 

In KP66, input/output directions of 24 ports are set by Direction Control Register. The input/output directions of 

each 4 ports is controlled by 1 bit of Direction Control Register. This command writes Direction Control Register 

directly. 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 02 01 DO A[7:0] = 33H 

l 0 1 0 I I I I T l (Direction Control Register) 

LPOL 
1 : Set the lower 4 bit of port O as output 
O: Set the lower 4 bit of port 0 as input 

POH 
1 : Set the upper 4 bit of port 0 as output 
O: Set the upper 4 bit of port 0 as input 

P1L 
1 : Set the lower 4 bit of port 1 as output 
0: Set the lower 4 bit of port 1 as input 

P1H 
1 : Set the upper 4 bit of port 1 as output 
O: Set the upper 4 bit of port 1 as input 

P2L 
1 : Set the lower 4 bit of port 2 as output 
O: Set the lower 4 bit of port 2 as input 

P2H 
1 : Set the upper 4 bit of port 2 as output 
O: Set the upper 4 bit of port 2 as input 
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Bit Control Command 

Bit Control Command can set or reset only one bit of 24 ports or Direction Control Command. 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO A[7:0] = 33H 

1 I 1 T l 
C_ 1 :Set 

O :Reset 

Set/Reset bit 
111 : 07 
110:06 
101 : 05 
100: D4 
011 : D3 
010: D2 
001 : D1 
000: DO 

'--_.....__ _________ Set/Reset register 

11.3 Input and Output Operation 

Input Operation 
The data input from the ports set as input ports are 

read from the data bus. 

Output Operation 
The data written into the port register are output from 

the ports set as output ports. 

11 :Direction Control Register 
10 :port 2 
01 :port 1 
oo :port o 

11.4 Reset 

On reset, the registers are initialized as follows. 

Port 0 

Port 1 

register 

register 

reset 

reset 

Port 2 register reset 

Direction Control Register reset 

11.s Precaution 

The port multiplexed with other signal must be set as 

an input port when the pin is not used as the port. 
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12. Setting Operation Mode 

The operation mode of this chip is specified by the external input pins MODE[1 :O] and the system control reg

isters. 

12.1 Setting operation mode with the input pins 

MODE [1 :O] = 00 
01 
10 
11 

Normal mode 

disable 
Bug Finder Boot-on-RAM mode 
maximum mode (Outputs A18 and A17 from pins 68 and 69.) 
normal mode 

In the normal mode, M1CS_ and MOCS_ are output from the pins 68 and 69. These two signals can be used 

as chip select signal for external memory. Up to 256KB of external memory can be connected. 

Maximum mode 
In the maximum mode, A[18] and A[17] are output from the pins 68 and 69. Up to 512KB of external memory 

can be connected. 

Bug Finder Boot-on-RAM mode 
In the Bug Finder Boot-on-RAM mode, the connection of a Bug Finder adapter to the BFSIO pin allows the 

Bug Finder to start in external RAM. M1 CS_ and MOCS_ are output from the pins 68 and 69. For more infor

mation see the Bug Finder manual. The operation of this chip is same as that in normal mode. The external 

memory which can be i:onnected the maximum 256 Kbyte. 

In either the maximum mode or normal mode, there is 1 MB of internal address space and the internal RAM is 

mapped to the address space FFEOOH - FFFFFH (512 byte). 
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12.2 System control registers 

SCRO (110 address = 3AH) 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

l I T -1 T 1 I I J 
i= 
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Serial port n<C, RXC input 
1 : Input from pins 73 and 74 is used. 
o : OUTBP output of Timer B channel 1 

is connected intemaly. Pins 73 and 7 4 
function as P14 and P15. 

Functions of pins 90, 91, 94 and 95 
1 : Function as DSR , CTS , DTR and RTS . 
O : Function as P41, P42, P45 and-P46. -

"L" is input to DSR_ and CTS_. 

Functions of pins 89 and 93 
1 : Function as SYNDBD and SYDTIN. 
0 : Function as P43 and P47. 

"L" is input to SYDTIN. 
Functions of pins 1, 4, 5 and 6 
1 : Function as OUTBSO, OUTBP1, 

OUTBP2 and SYNC. 
0 : Function as P30 to 33. 

Functions of pins 97 to 100 
1 : Function as OUTBS2, OUTBPO, 

OUTA1 and OUTAO. 
O : Function as P34 to 37. 

Timer A channel 0 GATE input (GATEAO) 
1 : Input from pin 79. 
0 : "H" is always input. Pin 79 functions as P10. 

Timer A channel 1 GATE input (GATEA 1) 
1 : Input from pin 76. 
O : "H" is always input. Pin 76 functions as P12. 

Operations of Timer A 
1 : The channels 1 and 0 of Timer A are 

cascaded and function as 32-bit counter. 
0 : The channels 1 and 0 of Timer A function 

independently. 
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SCR1 (1/0 address = 3BH) 

07 06 DS 04 03 02 D1 DO 

l l l x l x l l l I J 
L Functions of pin 72 

1 : Outputs KC82's M1_. 
0 : Functions as P16. 

Functions of pin 71 
1 : Outputs KC82's HALT_. 
0 : Functions as P17. 

Functions of pins 92 and 96 
1 : Function as KC82's BREQ_ and BACK_. 
0 : Function as P40 and P44. 

"H" is always input to KC82's BREQ_. 

Functions of pin 85 
1 : Function as KC82's NMI _input. 
0 : Function as P03 or IR3. 

"H" is always input to KC82's NMI_. 

External bus wait control 

external memory (00000 - 7FFFF) external memory (80000 - FFDFF) external 1/0 

00 1 wait state 1 wait state 2 wait states 

01 1 II * 1 II * 2 II 

10 1 II 0 II 1 II 

11 0 II 0 II 1 II 

* wide write strobe option 

Note: To use the external interrupt inputs I RO to I R7 of the interrupt controller, set the corresponding parallel ports 

to input direction. See Chapter 6 "Interrupt Controller'' for how to use the interrupt controller. 
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How to use pins 75 and 78 

The 1/0 directions of pins 75 and 78 is determined 

only by the direction control register of the parallel 

port A regardless of the system control register. 

Set P11 and P13 to input direction to use the pins 75 

and 78 as XCLKO and 1. 

To use these pins as parallel port, set the correspond

ing Timer/Counte'r A channels to the mode in which 

the system clock is used as counter clock. 

How to use pins 80, 81, 82 and 83 
The 1/0 directions of pins 80, 81, 82 and 83 is deter

mined only by the direction control register of the par

allel port A regardless of the system control register. 

Set the P04, P05, P06 and P07 of the parallel port A 

to input direction to use external input from these pins 

as IR 4, 5, 6and 7. 
On the contrary, to use these pins as P04, P05, P06 

and P07 of the parallel port A, IR 4, 5, 6 and 7 should 

be masked by th1~ setting of the interrupt controller. 

How to use pin 85 
The 1/0 direction of pin 85 is determined only by the 

direction control register of the parallel port A when 

pin 85 is used as P03 or I R3 by the system control 

register (D3 in SCR1 = 'O'). Set the P03 ofthe parallel 
port A to input direction to use external input from pin 

85 as IR3. 
On the contrary, to use this pin as P03 of the parallel 

port A, IR3 should be masked by the setting of the 

interrupt controller. 

How to use pins 86, 87 and 88 
The 1/0 directions of pins 86, 87 and 88 is determined 
only by the direction control register of the parallel 

port A regardless of the system control register. Set 

the POO, P01 and P02 of the parallel port A to input 

direction to use external input from these pins as IR 1, 

2 and 3 or GATESO, 1 and 2. 
In this setting, external signal is always input in both 
IR 1, 2, 3 and GATES O, 1, 2. Any ofthe functions can 

be disabled by the mode setting of each block. For 
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example, to use the pin 88 as GATESO, it is required 

to set POO to input direction by the direction control 
register of the parallel port A, and mask IRO by the 

setting of the interrupt controller. 

To use these pins as parallel port, it is recommended 

that the corresponding external interrupt inputs are 
masked and the counter channels of corresponding 

GATE inputs (GATES 0, 1 and 2)are used without 

GATE capability. 

How to use pins 89, 90, 91 and 92 
When one or more pins 89, 90, 91 and 92 are used as 

control output signals (SYNDBD, RTS_, DTR_, 

BACK_), all of the four pins are used only as output 

pins. In this case, even when they are used as the 

parallel ports (P47, P46, P45 and P44) setting of the 

output direction is necessary because they are used 
only as the output ports. 

The controls of these pins are programmed by the 

system control registers SCR1 (D2), SCR0(01, 02), 
and the direction control register of the port B (D5, 

see chapter 11). 

How to use pins 93, 94, 95 and 96 

When one or more pins 93, 94, 95 and 96 are used as 

control input signals (SYDTIN, CTS_, DSR_, 

SREQ_), all of the four pins are used only as input 

pins. In this case, even when they are used as the 

parallel ports (P43, P42, P41 and P40) setting of the 
input direction is necessary because they are used 

only as the input ports. 
The controls of these pins are programmed by the 
system control registers SCR1 (D2), SCRO(D1, D2), 

and the direction control register of the port B (D4, 

see chapter 11). 

12.3 Reset 
Both SCRO and SCR1 are reset to "OOH". 
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13. Address Mapping 

lntemal 1/0 mapping 
Table 13-1. Internal 1/0 Mapping 

1/0 address Block Write _9Y_Cle Read qy_cle 
OOH KC82(MMU) BBR1 lbound~base rfill_ister 11 BBR1 jbound~base r~ster U 
01H BR1 _tbase r~ister 1) BR1 (base ~ster 1) 
02H BBR2 _tbound~base ~ister ~ BBR2 _ibound~base r~ster ~ 
03H BR2 (base register 2) BR2 (base register 2) 
04H BBR3 jbound~base r~ster ~ BBR3 (bound~base ~ster 3) 
05H BR3 (base register 3) BR3 (base register 3) 
06H BBR4 (boundary/base register 4) BBR4 (boundary/base register 4) 
07H BR4jbase ~ister 4) BR4 (base r~ster 4) 

OSH-OFH reserved for Kawasaki Steel Co~ 

20H Timer/Counter B channel O counter channel O counter 
21H channel 0 control word channel O status 
22H channel 1 counter channel 1 counter 
23H channel 1 control word channel 1 status 

24H channel 2 counter channel 2 counter 

25H channel 2 control word channel 2 status 
26H reserved for Kawasaki Steel Corp. reserved for Kawasaki Steel Corp. 

27H reserved for Kawasaki Steel Corp. reserved for Kawasaki Steel Corp. 

28H Timer/Counter A channel O counter channel O counter 

29H channel O control word channel 0 status 

2AH channel 1 counter channel 1 counter 

2BH channel 1 control word channel 1 status 

2CH Parallel port A Porto Porto 

2DH Port 0 direction control register Port 0 direction control register 

2EH Port 1 Port 1 

2FH Port 1 direction control rfill_ister Port 1 direction control register 

30H Parallel port B Port 0 Port 0 

31H Port 1 Port 1 

32H Port2 Port2 

33H Control command Direction control register 

34H Interrupt controller LERL/PGRL ISRL 

35H LERH/PGRH ISRH 

36H IMRL IMRL 

37H IVR/IMRH IMRH 

38H Serial port Transmit data Receive data 

39H Settirig_ command/mode Status 

3AH System control register SCRO SCRO 

3BH SCR1 SCR1 

3CH-3FH recerved for KSC 

NOTE: 1/0 address decode for those internal 1/0 is eight bit decode. The upper 8 bits, A 15-A8 are neglected. 
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Memory mapping 

Normal mode: 

Internal RAM areia Physical address space FFEOOH to FFFFFH (512 byte) 

External memory area 1 Physical address space (M1CS_) EOOOOH to FFDFFH (128 K- 512 byte) 

External memory area O Physical address space (MOCS_) OOOOOH to IFFFFH (128 Kbyte) 

Maximum mode: 

Internal RAM area Physical address space 

External memory area Physical address space 

OOOOOH --------~ 
External memory area 0 

1Ft=FFH1---------""""'4 

EOOOOH 1------------1 
External memory area 1 

FFEOOH 
Internal RAM area 

FFFFFH'------------" 

Normal mode 

FFEOOH to FFFFFH (512 byte) 

OOOOOH to 7FFFFH(512 Kbyte) 

OOOOOH --------~ 

External memory area 

7FFFFH 1----------4 

FFEOOH 1----------1 
FFFFFH....__ln_t_er_n_al_R_A_M_a_re_a_~ 

Maximum mode 

Figure 13-1. Memory Mapping 
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14. Oscillation Circuit 

14.1 General description 

The KLSCSOA 12 contains an oscillation buffer to gen

erate system clock. The system clock in the chip is a 

signal which has a divide-by-2 frequency of the signal 

generated by this oscillation circuit. 

14.2 Circuit structure 

To generate system clock, the KLSCSOA 12 can be 

connected with a crystail oscillator (or ceramic oscilla

tor), a feedback resistor and a condenser as external 

parts to form an oscillation circuit as shown in the right 

figure. The constants o1' external parts are dependent 

on oscillator, substrate boards and so on to be used. 

Use the values recommended by oscillator manufac

turers for optimum valuies of external parts constants. 

The system clock in the chip is a signal which has a 

divide-by-2 frequency of the signal generated by this 

oscillation circuit. A frequency divide circuit is built in 

the chip. 

Table 14-1. Oscillation Frequency 

Oscillation frequency Operation power supply voltage 

2-20 MHz SV ± 5%, SV ± 10% 

Notes 

Be sure to use the CLK pin when the system clock is 

output. Be sure not to output its signal directly from 

XIN and XOUT. 

Be sure to input a signal with twice the system clock 

frequency from XIN when the system clock is input 

from the outside. In this case, make a parasitic capac

ity of XOUT as low as possible. 
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System clock 

Frequency 
divide circuit 

(1/2) 
____ ... ______ _ 

Inside Of I ; 
the chip i 

·---------------[]-·-~--
Outside of I XOUT 

the chip e-iV\J~ 

T T 

' ' 

Crystal or ceramic 
c1scillator 

Figure 14-1. Oscillation Circuit 

Table 14-2. Recommended Range of 
External Circuit Constants 

Rd Cl.CO 

Crystal 100-soon 5....., 30pF 

Ceramic 30-3000 5....., 100pF 



15. Connecting Debugging Tool 

There are two software development tools for this 

LSI; ICE and Bug Finder. There are several ICEs for 

KL5C80A 12. Please co80A 12ntact our sales person. 

Bug Finder is a simplified debugging tool developed 

by Kawasaki Steel Corporation. For more details of 

this tool, please contact our sales person. 
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16. Electrical Characteristics 

16.1 Absolute Maximum Ratings 

Table 16-1. Absolute Maximum Ratings (with respect to GND) 

Item Symbol Rating Unit 

Power supply voltage Voo -0.6- +7.0 v 
Input voltage VIN -0.6 "' VDD+0.6 v 

Storage temperature TSTG -40 - +125 "C 

16.2 D.C. Characteristics (SV +-10%) 

Table 16-2. Recommended Operation Conditions 
Item Symbol Rating Unit 

Power supply voltage Voo 4.5- 5.5 v 
Ambient temperature TA o- +70 "C 

Table 16-3. Electrical Characteristics (under recommended operation conditions) 
Item Symbol Rati'!9_ Unit Test condition 

Min. Typ. Max. 

Input voltage VIH 3.6 - VDD v 
(all input pins except RESET _J VIL GND - 1.4 v 

RESET_ input pin V+ 2.4 - 4.0 v 
(Schmitt trigger input) V- 0.9 - 2.3 v 

Vh 0.9 - - v 
Output voltage VOH 3.5 - - v IOH=·4mA 

VOL - - 0.4 v IOL=4rnA 

Output current IOUT ±4 mA 

Input leakage current llL -10 - - µ. A VIN=GND 

IH - - 10 µ. A VIN=VDD 

Output leakage current loz -10 - 10 µ. A at high impedance 

output 

Pull-up current IPU 20 95 250 µ. A VIN=GND 

Power supply current IDDOP 25* mA f(CLK),=1 OMHz 

Standby supply current IDDS 1.0* 100 µ.A CLK stop, all pins=H 

*at TA=25 ~~ 
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16.3 A.C. Characteristics 

Clock output timing Tew 

CLK / 
TCLW TCHW 

Reset input timing TRW 

RESET_ 

CLK 

Address output timing 

CLK 

TAO TAO 

A[1s:o1 ---~X,: ,..-----------;-...x,..----
M1 cs __ . MOCS_ 

Data 1/0 timing 

CLK 

TDD TDz 

D[7:0}(output) 

. ~-- ~ .. 
·-------1'1-'----;--.. . -----1r, x1 l >I'-\ ----

Tos : TOH 

D[7:0](lnput) 
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External memory access cycle (O wait state) 

CLK 

A[18:0] 

EMAD __ 

EMWA __ 

EADY 

TMRD1 ~. 

~--· ....... :~ !~----------+---'~----
LJI: TMRD2 

_____ •i_i·--------+.~-.+--+-- TMWD2 

TMWD1 1~ 
-H-

Invalid 

External memory access cycle (1 wait state) 

CLK 

A[18:0] 

EMAD_ 

EMWR_ 

EADY 

__ Xi X,_ ____ X""": .. ':.~ _ ___;___.:,_)C== 
i TMRD1 ~ TMRD2 

-h.- ~-H-
____ \ l 1r------=T:-M-W_D_1 _l,___. ---+!--+---

~: l~MWD2 

TER~ 
• ~ r-

.. : : ... 
TERH 

: i 

"---1'-"l I *1 
....;....;_.. TMWD3 

*1 timing of EMWA_ signal with the wide 
write strobe option selected 
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External 1/0 read cycle (1 wait state) 

CLK 

A[18:0] 

EIORD_ 

ERDY 

TIRD1~. 

-+r 
TIRD2 

l~ 
[ :r--

TERS [ 

External VO read cycle (2 wait states) 

CLK 

A[18:0] 

EIORD_ 

EADY 

=><----'-------:.-.;.......-x:= 
TIRD1 ....;....;..... l --H-- TIRD2 

~ . i---
'-~~~~~~....___, 
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External 1/0 write cycle (1 wait state) 

CLK 

A[18:0] 

T1wo1 

EIOWR_ 

ERDY 

~ 
T1wo2 

......+-.;.... 

l/: 
TERS . . ~. 

•i it1 
.TERH 

External 1/0 write cycle (2 wait states) 

CLK 

A[18:0] =:x.....____,_ ___ __;.___,)C 
TIWD1 TIWD2 

EIOWR_ ~ -r-----
TERS 

.. ~ ~· 
ERDY 

.. 
TERH 
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Bus request input timing 

CLK 

: Te~s 
!TBRH .,; j'lll 

~.... ~ i ~ 

TBRS l 

~Wl\TETSU 

ITBRH 
:.. 

KL5C80A12 

\~--BREQ_ --~-~"""--;;---o.C\;-'. _..__ ___ -'---i-TB_A_D ___ __,J l 
-----------'"-'.__,i"' TB~D ~r-"'------

BACK_ 

CPU control output timing 

CLK 

TM1Di 

•i 
M1 

Ill! 1--
HALT_ THD 1------

Be sure to sample M1_ signal at the rising edge of CLK to use the signal. 
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~ 

USART transmit clock and transmit data I 
I 

TXC(x1 mode) l ,~-~\...___ __ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1314 151~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

TXC(x16 mode) 

TXD 

VVVVVVV\ 
I ~~--=-------ri x ---v ; : \_____ /\ ~ 

~ TTXDD 
USART transmit/receive clock and system clock 

• TTXCLW ' TrxcHW : 

TXC 1· T .L 
CLK lrV\fv\rl 

USART receive clock and receive data 

RXD 

RXC(x1 mode) 

RXC(x16 mode) 

Internal sampling 

pulse 

. 

i T RXCLW • T RXCHW : 

RXC ~- •1• •i___ 

CLK V\J\J,v\J1 

l 
I ... a 
c: 
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DSR_ input timing 

CLK 

Toss i TOSH 
' 

DSR_ 
~ ........... 

-----~ .. ·~--;-.-~:~--------------

DTR_, RTS_ c1utput timing 

CLK 

DTR 
ATS-' 

CTS _ Input timing 

CLK 

CTS_ 

SYDTIN input timing 

CLK 

SYDTIN 

i"oib 

TCTS i TCTH 

~~ -------..' ' ,r---------------

' 
Tsvo~ TSYDH 

~~ --------..., ,r---------------
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Timer/Counter A 

Counter output timing 

CLK 

. TOAD 

OUTA1 
OUTAO 

·----------"...._~~::r·-------------

Counter gate timing 

CLK 

GATEA1 
GATEAO 

HTGAS i"' "i TGAH 

------..~ ' Jl------.t~----

External counter clock input timing 

CLK _f 
~: 

XCLK _jr-----1 !Tx9; n,_· _ __,__. ;----....; TXCHW i--+----

:.-,, : .,: . 
: Txcw : .. TXCLW • .. .. l 

Synchronizing _J.-----fL f lb l b f\ 
Count :~~K - n ~ n-1 _6 ..... f===--n--2--+L;--.. ..... ..-======n=-_3 _____ - --=-_=L=-x=--·· 

* Be sure to sample external clock at the rising edge of system clock. 
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Timer/Counter B 

Counter output timing 

Cl.K 

OUTBP2-0 
OUTBS2, 0 

Counter gate timing 

CLK 

""WATEfSU 
KL5C80A12 

.. .. 
Toso 

TGBS i" •; I I )"., i TGBH 

GATEB2-0 ------.r~--7-/-F/1----~r~-------

SYNC output timing 

CLK 

SYNC 
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Parallel PortA/B 

Port input timing 

CLK _J 
TPIS TPIH 

Port input 

POO-P47 

·-----~~_ .. ___ . ...;...,_ .. _·~~'------------

Port output timing 

CLK __I-----i.______. 
I TPOO 

-------------<~--~·[-----------~ 
Port output 

POO-P47 

Interrupt Controller 

External interrupt timing 

CLK 

IRO-IR7 
Tis •'. ,. v 

16-11 
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KL5C80A 12 AC Characteristics (5V ± 10%) 

No. Item MIN TYP MAX Unit 

Tcvc XIN cycle time 50.0 ns 

Tew CLK cycle time 100.0 ns 

TCLW CL.K "L" pulse width 50.0 ns 

TCHW CL.K "H" pulse width 50.0 ns 

TRW RESET _ pulse width 3 elk 

TAD address delay 8.0 50.0 ns 

Too CL.K-+data output delay 37.0 ns 

Toz CLK-+data output off delay 6.0 ns 

Tos data input set up time 7.0 ns 

TOH data input hold time 0.5 ns 

TMRD1 CLK rising edge-+ EMRD_ "L" delay 22.0 ns 

TMRD2 CL.K falling edge -+EMRD_ "W delay 5.0 25.0 ns 

TMWD1 CL.K rising edge -..EMWR_ "L" delay 22.0 ns 

TMWD2 CLK falling edge -+EMWR_ "H" delay 5.0 25.0 ns 

TMWD3 CL.K rising edge -..EMWR_ "H" delay 23.0 ns 

TEAS EFtDY set up time 5.0 ns 

TERH EADY hold time 0.5 ns 

TIRD1 CL.Kfalling edge -..EIORD_ "L" delay 22.0 ns 

TIRD2 CL.K falling edge -..EIORD _ "H" delay 5.0 23.0 ns 

T1wo1 CL.K falling edge -+EIOWR_ "L" delay 22.0 ns 

T1wo2 CLK rising edge -..EIOWR "H" delay 23.0 ns 

TBRS BREQ set up time 5.0 ns 

TBRH BREQ hold time 1.6 ns 

TBAD BA.C~delay 43.0 ns 

TM10 M1 delay 44.0 ns 

THO HALT delay 45.0 ns 

TTXDD TXD delay (from external TXC input) 21.0 ns 

TTXCLW TXC "L" pulse width 2.5 elk 

TTXCHW TXC "H" pulse width 2.5 elk 
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No. Item MIN TYP MAX Unit 

TRXCLW RXC "L" pulse width 2.5 elk 

TRXCHW RXC "H" pulse width 2.5 elk 

TRXOSD RXD sampling pulse delay 2 3 elk 

TRXDSW RXD sampling pulse delay 1 elk 

TRXOSS RXD set up time 3 elk 

TRXOSH RXD hold time 0 elk 

Toss DSR_ set up time 5.0 ns 

TOSH DSR_ hold time 2.8 ns 

TOTO DTR_, ATS_ delay 25.0 ns 

TCTS CTS _set up time 5.0 ns 

TCTH CTS_ hold time 2.6 ns 

TSYOS SYDTIN set up time 5.0 ns 

TSYOH SYDTIN hold time 2.9 ns 

TOAD Timer/counter A output delay 22.0 ns 

TGAS GA TEA input set up time 5.0 ns 

TGAH GATEA input hold time 0.5 ns 

Txcs XCLK input set up time 5.0 ns 

TXCH XCLK input hold time 3.0 ns 

Txcw XCLKperiod 2 elk 

TXCLW XCLK "L" pulse width 1 elk 

TXCHW XCLK "I-I" pulse width 1 elk 

Toso Timer/counter S output delay 42.0 ns 

TGBS GATES input set up time 5.0 ns 

TGBH GATES input hold time 3.7 ns 

TSYO SYNC output delay 19.0 ns 

TPIS Port input set up time 5.0 ns 

TPIH Port input hold time 0.5 ns 

TPOO Port output delay 30.0 ns 

TIS External iinterrupt input set up time 5.0 ns 

TIH External iinterrupt input hold time 2.3 ns 

Note 1) Output load CL is 70pf. 

2) "elk" in unit is numbers of the system clock. 
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17. Physical Dimensions 

The KLSC80A 12's package is a plastic QFP100. The follow

ing is the physical dimensions of QFP100. 

~ 
24.8±0.4 
20.0TYP 

51 

81 

l 30 

U0±0.2 

50 

~1 .... 
g 0 

+1 
oe .... , oci __,, c 

I 
I 

<s, 
I 

31 

0.15±0.05 

3.10 MAX 

I 

2.70 :'6~. J l.o.6STYP Lo.~ 
@I 0.15 

Note: All dimensions are in mm. 
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